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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY.
On expanding a relatively complicated function, 
say, in powers of %./- , two distinctly different 
types of expansion may be encountered; one convergent 
and one semi-convergent or asymptotic. The rigorous 
mathematical features of asymptotic expansions have 
already been discussed widely (cf. e.g. Watson 1944, 
Erdelyi 1956, Jeffreys 1962, Copson 1965) and in this 
introduction only those formal aspects of this topic 
will be outlined which are closely related to the sub­
ject of this thesis.
From a computational point of view, the convergent 
expansion remains useful until | becomes very large,
i.e. until the circle of convergence is approached.
Then a prohibitively large number of terms may have to 
be calculated in order to obtain only a rough value of
. On the other hand, for sufficiently large |z| , 
even the first term in the asymptotic expansion normally 
provides a reasonable approximation to the function. 
Experience shows, moreover, that the approximation tech­
niques applied in physics e.g. perturbation and WiCB 
methods - commonly lead to expansions of the asymptotic
— 2—
rather than the convergent type. It is thus not sur­
prising that the theory of asymptotic expansions has 
played an important role in a diversity of physical 
problems. Recently, asymptotic expansions have found 
application in such widely varying fields as, for in­
stance”*'; elastic shell problems, motion in a stratified 
atmosphere, stability of boundary layers in a compress­
ible gas, spiral structure of disk galaxies, resonance 
in elliptic cylinders ( see also ^ 8.1 in this thesis ), 
diffraction by spheres and spheroids ( see also §9.2), 
pressure waves from nuclear explosions, Regge poles 
and tunnelling through high periodic barriers ( Das 1957, 
Stejskal and Gutowski 1958 )•
Characteristically, the first few terms in an asymp­
totic expansion form a rapidly decreasing sequence, but 
then they start to increase. In early investigations 
it was thought that the divergent part of the asymptotic 
expansion was meaningless, and that the maximum accuracy 
was fixed by the least term. Airey (1937), however, 
introduced the concept of converging factors, and showed
Where not given, references are as quoted by Clark, Lin and Kazarinoff in recent symposium proceedings edited by Wilcox (1964)*
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that when the terms are not all of the same sign, the 
divergent part of the asymptotic expansion can be split 
up into summable series. A refinement was d.evised 
by Miller (1952) for Weber parabolic cylinder functions. 
He interpreted the divergent part as the difference 
between the function and the.convergent part of the 
asymptotic expansion, and then obtained a new expansion 
from the inhomogeneous differential equation satisfied 
by this difference. Classifying asymptotic expansions 
by the general form of the later terms into four basic 
groups, Dingle (1958 a,b,c; 1959 a,b,c) broadened the 
scope of Airey * s method considerably by interpreting 
the remainder - not necessarily just the divergent part - 
of truncated asymptotic expansions in the Borel sense 
(1899)* He published extensive tables of so-called
*basic converging factors*, and subsequently illustrated\
their use by detailed calculations for a wide range of 
functions, including, for example, error, Fresnel, ex­
ponential, sine, cosine, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein 
integrals, gamma and polygamma functions, confluent 
hypergeometric, parabolic cylinder and Bessel functions.
In the above, reference has mainly been made to
—4—
asymptotic expansions which are either of the Stokes- 
or the Green-type. Stokes expansions are asymptotic 
expansions essentially in inverse powers of the indep­
endent variable, z. say, and any parameter is consid­
ered to be small. Green-type expansions are valid
when both variable and parameter can be large. There 
are, however, two further important types of asymptotic 
expansion, namely transitional and uniform expansions. 
Green-type expansions fail for certain combinations of 
variable and parameter; expansions covering these cases 
will be termed transitional expansions. We shall gen­
erally obtain such transitional expansions from the much 
more general uniform expansions, which are valid for 
large parameter but hold uniformly with respect to z. .
As will be shown, it is also always possible to regain 
the corresponding Green-type expansions from the uniform 
expansions.
In the present work, we develop and illustrate 
powerful, but straightforward, formal methods for deriv­
ing asymptotic expansions from differential equations.
In the second chapter, the * inverse Frobenius method * 
for deriving Stokes expansions is exemplified. The
- 5-
main body of this thesis, however , consists of the dev­
elopment of the new Green-Liouville-Mellin transform 
method, and its detailed application to modified Bessel 
functions, parabolic cylinder functions, Whittaker 
functions, Poiseuille functions, confluent hypergeomet- 
ric functions, and also to periodic Mathieu functions 
and oblate spheroidal wave functions, all with at least 
one parameter large^. The wide scope of the method is 
evinced by the fact that treatment of the essentially 
eigenvalue problem posed by the two last-named cases 
requires no additional techniques. This method, as 
will be explained in detail in chapter 3, yields Green- 
type, transitional and uniform expansions.
The transitional expansions found in this way are 
usually of a simpler form than those derived by alter­
native processes (e.g. perturbation theory ). To state 
an example, the asymptotic expansions for the periodic 
Mathieu functions and valid near
|"z| = f IT that have been obtained in earlier work con­
tain the complicated parabolic cylinder functions (cf. 
Meixner 1948, Sips 1949, Dingle and Muller 1962). By 
contrast, our methods yield expansions of comparable
"*"Some of this work has already been published (cf.
Jorna (1964a,b;1965)K ' •
— 6—
applicability, but involving only elementary functions.
To demonstrate their usefulness, we have fed these ex­
pansions into a digital computer and obtained extensive
tables for and in the range
i
^ z. < • Extracts from these tables
and comparisons with correct results are given in § 8.71.
Following the chapters on the introduction and applic­
ations of the Mellin transform technique, there is some 
preliminary work on a new method for determining the 
general term in Green-type expansions. The method is 
illustrated by detailed calculations for modified Bessel 
and parabolic cylinder functions.
In the final chapter, we present certain suggest­
ions for further work.
-7-
2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS BY TEE INVERSE FEQBENIUS I'dETHOD. 
Many differential equations of the type
) = O  ^ (1)
where L is a second-order linear differential operator, 
may be solved by Frobenius*s series method (cf. Piaggio 
1954, ch. 9). In this method, a solution is assumed of 
form oo
y=s o
The exponent S is determined by substituting (2) into 
(1), equating the coefficients of lowest powers in % 
and solving the resulting quadratic (indicial) equation. 
Subsequent substitution of (2) into (1) then leads to a 
recurrence relation which when solved yields the coeffic­
ients . The indicial equation normally gives two values
for S , and in general it is therefore possible to obtain 
the complete primitive of (1). However, this approach 
leads only to expansions in increasing powers of z and 
it is to be expected that the results are generally not 
useful when |z| is large. Expansions covering this case 
can be obtained in a formal way by * inverting * the Frobenius
—8—
method, i.e. by assuming solutions of form
&oS — t*M Z. . (3)
r» o
The exponent s and the coefficients are determined in 
a similar manner to that employed for the Frobenius method, 
except that here the indicial equation is obtained by equat­
ing the coefficients of highest powers in z . Before ap­
plying this method, it is of course necessary to remove 
any functions which cannot be expanded in inverse powers 
of % , such as -e «
To illustrate, this technique will now be applied to 
some well-known functions.
2.1 The general exponential integral function with
argument large.
For Re(z) > 0, the exponential integral function
Ei_(z) is defined as (Placzek 1946, Busbridge 1950) r
and satisfies the differential equation
+ b ~  1» (?) - ^  O) (2)
primes indicating differentiations with respect to z. To 
remove any exponential term, consider (2) when z is large, 
The dominant terms are EiJ^*(z) and Ei^ (z); consequently 
the exponential behaviour is
(_y oC . (5)
Therefore, a new function y(z) is defined by
W  = > (4)
which satisfies the equation
£ i 5 \ u '  _ t  . c  .
In accordance with the above let
Oo
Substitution of (6) into (5) yields s=l and
(5)
- 10-
’ (Y)
The relation fl = ^ enables (7) to be solved
for (K^  . and, choosing the constant of proportionality to 
achieve agreement with definition (1),we obtain the fol­
lowing familiar asymptotic expansion valid for large z 
and small p
- %
_z X  6-0 (r + f-0 • (8)
T”j rTT r*o (j-i)l z
Incidentally, this result could also have been derived 
by integrating (1) by parts.
2.2 Modified Bessel functions with argument large.
Modified Bessel functions are solutions of the equat­
ion
—11—
The dominant terms for z large ( but p not large ) are
_ I# and - R , so that the exponential behav- 
4-Ziour of is given by . Therefore, two solutions
are expected: one tending to zero as , the other
increasing without bound in this limit. We also note from 
Watson (1944,f 7.23 ) that the modified Bessel functions 
Up(zJ) and Xp (,z) are defined by the relations
0 (2)
V%ir%
I 4- 0  Cz~')
We are thus led to write
k f i - >  . (4)
(5)
—12—
Substitution of (4) into (1) yields for y(z)
O  . (6)
If now
4X> ' -. r-S
= Z  f Z > (7)o
is substituted into (6), we derive that and that Ol^
satisfies the recurrence relation ,
(e)
a solution of which is
r " â) -
a (9)
By combining (7) with (4) and (5), and (2) and (5) therefore ^
—15*”
IT _ _  ;
=0 (t-i)- f-
(10)
and
ô<^
r-o i ) ! '^*
(11)
2.5 The Ansier function with ar,a:ument lar^e.
It is convenient to discuss only the deviation of 
the Anger function ^  (%.) from the Bessel function 
tTp . Let a function therefore he defined hy
(1)
satisfying the differential equation
—14*”
For large z, but small p, the equation for the dominant 
terms is
Although it is of lower order in z than z j ^ , the term
on the right-hand side of (2) has to be retained, since 
otherwise we just end up with the Bessel function# An 
expansion for L  in inverse powers of z is now obtainedQ\ ^  ^  2p
most easily by writing » where | ^  and | ^
satisfy the equations
if" If *■ i r  '
By considering dominant terms, it will be seen that 
for large z, '/z. > and hence = 1 in
-15-
r £ (6)
Substitution of (6) into (4) leads to the recurrence
relation
a (_r- f ) (^rt f ) )
CL
a solution of which is
(7)
(a)
In view of (6) and the fact that = \ therefore
ÔŸ (9)
V/e note that (5) is even in z and thus assume 
an expansion of the form
Go£ Lf ^ -r
T^\
(10)
—16—
where L = 1 and satisfies the recurrence relation
\ (11)
which has a solution
where C is determined hy the condition that =1.*T** «Adding the expansions for J ^  and j^ , and 
bining the result with (1), we obtain the following e; 
pansion for the Anger function (of* Watson 1944>p*515
(12)
com-
- ù ï \  6
-zt
Z -z
r 0» xi>r-.\
*4* Sr'vvc vrT
i  C-o *
2 ('('-XŸ-0
ti?;'. C i f ) \
-17"
2*4 Confluent hypergeometrlo fiuxctions with arwment 
large.
Confluent hypergeometric functions satisfy Kummer * s 
equation
z. p" ^  ~ c v F - t > -  (1)
To determine any exponential terms, consider the approx­
imate equation for large z ( but small ol and c ) :
"z, p - "Z. ? ^ ':5r o  . (2)
The general solution of (2) is ^
f +  A  , (5)
and for the exponentially large solution, F\ say, we write
F, X  -e. t  * (4)
By (4) and (1), the equation for ^  is 
and writing
(5)
-18*
Ad
1 ' , (6)
we derive that S ^ = C - and that ^ ^  is a solution of 
the recurrence relation
^ r - i )(^ r-tC j)
(7)
Thus
(8)(r~<\) \ ^ r-F c - ^  -i) t
V  ■ - -— ---------------
It follows therefore by (4) that
where the proportionality constant has been chosen such
Othat the coefficient of z in the series is unity.
Let the second solution indicated by (3) be denoted by 
, Then if
-19"
is substituted into (1), it follows by earlier methods 
that « Os^ and that \>^ is
(11)
r V
Thus
^  ! (.Y-4-^v-c) ! _r (1 2 )
F, = 2 Z   -------:-------:— -(_C>.~C) [ Y\
)
\-
where again the proportionality constant makes the coef-
Dficient of 2 in the series equal to unity*
and can now be identified in terms of . 
commonly used confluent hypergeometric functions* We 
note from Slater ( I960, ^ 4*1.1 ) that if , (Le.W
-20-
and if (z-l , Ke(z ) < 0,
(14)
It is evident therefore that for large |z|
F C s c , ^ )  = (15)
Jeffreys (1962,p.97) denotes F^ by U(a,c,a) and F, 
by V(a,c,z).
-21-
3. DERIVATION O F CitEm-TYBE. TRANSITIONAL AND UMIBOHM
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS.
3.1 Introduction.
Many linear second-order differential equations, 
notably those of the Sturm-Liouville type, can be 
written in the form
dLz
Xwhere a. is a parameter. As far as can be ascertained, 
the study of the asymptotic properties of the solutions 
of this type of equation was initiated by Liouville (1837) 
and Oreen (1837). They derived the following sero-orderoapproximations to a pair of independent solutions
r  y''. ,
0Henceforth, d as given by (2) will be referred to
-22-
as the Liouville - Oreen factors^
Langer (1934b) considered an equation of form
= f flu'-fU) - H  )
six'*- I " ())
where cl is a large parameter, is a continuous function
of X  , and ^ is an analytic function of X  and bounded
a.with respect to K  He showed by changing the dependent 
and independent variables that, if ]p has no zero in the 
X  ~ interval, (a,b) say, (3) can be reduced to an equation 
of the form
cl'*-w
oLt^ = I f j ) (4)
and that, provided the integral 
A L
rL lia f cL 1L>
exists, a pair of independent solutions of (3) can
(5)
In physical investigations, the designation *W.K;.B.(J) approximation* is common in recognition of the application of (2) by Wentzel (1926), Kramers (1926) and Brillouin (1926) to eigenvalue problems in wave mechanics, and researches by Jeffreys (1924) on connexion formulae linking such approx­imations on opposite sides of any zero of .
"23"
indeed be represented asymptotically in the expected 
form
Here
= f ' ' z (X.r -F ' (6)
' is a remainder after ia  terms whose magni­
tude can in some particular cases be calculated by more 
precise analysis such as that given recently by Olver (1961). 
This result is not quite satisfactory in that it only 
shows that for each value of Yi , pairs of solutions exist 
which have the asymptotic form (6). Olver (1955a) ^ 
showed in fact that this dependence on h is unnecessarily 
restrictive, and that pairs of solutions exist given by
(6) for all values of h, . This means essentially that 
for large enough tends uniformly to zero as
V\ ^  , so that now v\ in (6) becomes an arbitrary,
unbounded integer. Giving new proofs, Olver extended 
Langer *s results to include the behaviour of the solutions 
for complex independent variables, and also those cases
This paper, and also Jeffreys (1962), should be consulted for references to earlier work on the existence theory of asymptotic solutions in intervals free from turning points.
—24*"
where p possesses a double pole in the interval of 
integration, ^  being allowed to have a simple or double 
pole at the same point. The coefficients ^ were 
shown to satisfy a recurrence relation of integro-differ- 
ential form, a result which incidentally also follows 
from equation 4 on p.549 of Langer (1954b), for real 
variables at least.
In subsequent sections, we will adopt the more direct 
approach of deriving the exact integro-differential equat­
ion satisfied by the solutions of (l) from which the ap­
propriate Liouville-Green factors have been removed, 
rather than just the recurrence relation referred to 
above. Thus it proves unnecessary to assume a definite 
form, such as (6), for the expansions of the solutions 
of the given differential equation, thereby obviating 
any lengthy discussions, otherwise necessary, to justify 
expressions of type (6). The manner in which this 
integro-differential equation is derived moreover suggests, 
in each case considered to date, a new independent variable 
reducing it to simple polynomial form. Once in this 
form it becomes a straightforward routine process to 
solve the equation directly by an iterative procedure
—25"
yielding Green-type expansions, valid away from any 
transition point”**#
If in (3) y possesses a simple zero in the inter­
val of integration, then, away from this turning point,
(3) has solutions that may he represented asymptotically 
by linear combinations of and given by (6). However, 
solutions on opposite sides of the turning point cannot 
thereby be linked, since the expressions (6) diverge 
rapidly near the turning point. Indeed, there is a dis­
continuous change in the constants of the linear combin­
ations on passing through the turning point (cf. Stokes 
1864,1871,1902). Gans (1915) and Jeffreys (1924) for­
mulated methods for deriving the appropriate linking con­
stants. The failure of the Green-type expansions in the 
vicinity of turning points is due to the fact that one tries 
to approximate the solutions of the given equation by means 
of elementary functions which are not sufficiently flex­
ible to describe their behaviour throughout these regions.
If this restriction to elementary functions is dropped, it 
becomes possible to derive asymptotic expansions for the
*" For the definition of a transition point as it is used here, see Olver (1955a).
-26-
solutions which remain uniformly valid throughout the 
domain of validity of the given equation, and the 
difficulties due to the Stokes phenomenon are obviated# 
This idea was originally taken up by Jeffreys (1924) 
who showed that a pair of solutions of (3) near a simple^ 
zero of Ÿ niay be asymptotically represented by those 
of a related simpler equation, in this case Airy 
functions. Langer elaborated this procedure and proved 
results of less restricted applicability, showing first ' 
for real functions p (1931), and subsequently for 
complex variables (1932), that on transforming both the 
dependent and independent variables, (3) is reducible 
to an equation of form
(7).
whose solutions are asymptotic to Bessel functions of 
order one-third, the solutions of the related equation# 
Later (1949a,b) Langer obtained formal uniform expansions 
of the solutions of (7) involving a solution of the 
less recondite related equation
"27"
and its first derivative. These results apply only 
to real values of the independent variable however.
Giving different proofs Olver (1955a) derived 
solutions of (7) in a form similar to that given by 
Langer but extended their domain of validity to include 
complex values of the independent variable (see also 
Cherry (1950)). He showed that if
are three functions, any pair of which are independent 
solutions of the related equation (8) that tend exponent­
ially to zero as e>o in one of three sectors S ^ ,
then, in each one of these sectors a domain  ^may be 
specified in which the solution to (3) is expressible 
in the form
Ô0
Y*» 0 Olxr
Ol
(9)
The coefficients A^t^)and are given by the
relations
A. O  ) ^ ^
A w = - i  i^) (10)
and M? are the corresponding Liouville-Green factors
—28—
These double recurrence relations are by no means easy 
to solve analytically and, indeed, recourse has usually 
to be made to numerical methods (see, for instance,
Olver 1955a, p.315; 1955b, pp.314 and 342)#
The method introduced in this thesis consists 
essentially of the application of the Mellin transform 
to the integro-differential equation satisfied by 
and , where obeys an equation of type (1)
given by (2). The difference equations that result 
are solved by successive substitutions, and uniform 
expansions are obtained for H and V as a series of Mellin- 
Barnes integrals. Explicitly the results are arranged 
as series in negative powers of the order; and also 
as a more, complicated expression involving a modified 
Bessel function of order one-third and its first deriv­
ative# From either of these representations the usual 
Green-type expansions may be recovered; and in addition 
an expansion valid in the difficult transitional region 
is obtained.
The advantages of the present method over those of 
Banger and Olver are two-fold. Firstly, it avoids the
-29-
occurrence of double recurrence relations such as (10), 
and thereby of processes of numerical differentiation 
and integration; and also of results derived from a 
knowledge of the integral representation of a solution 
of the given differential equation - e.g. Meissel*s 
expansion (of.Olver 1955b, p.342). Secondly, no 
a priori assumptions need be made about the form of the 
expansions.
In the preceding critical discussion, we have con­
centrated on the two cases covered by theorems A and B 
in Olver (1955a), namely those cases where the function 
in the leading term of (3) has i) no zero, and ii) a 
simple zero in the interval of integration. Similar 
considerations apply to more complicated cases such 
as are covered in, for instance, Olver (1956, 1958) 
and Thorne (1957).
3.2 The i n t e C T Q - d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t io n .
We have seen in the foregoing section that the 
zero-order approximations to the differential equation
a, (1)
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are, for certain restrictions on
4 (2)
To investigate the validity of this approximation, we 
reproduce an argument given by Olver (1961). Suppose
othat the differential equation satisfied by  ^ is
dl^ (3)
0Substitution for ^ yields
1
(4)
f r ’ ■ ■ ?  Ï -
Approximation (2) is therefore reasonable provided |'|(^| 
is small throughout the integration interval. Equation
(4) shows that this condition is met if ^  is a
bounded, slowly-varying function of *21 .
To derive later approximations, let a pair of indep­
endent solutions be written
1-51-;x
'/s- A
^  J ■ U-
, - . , v  r V
(5)
where apart from arbitrary multiplying constants IL and V 
must be (1). The expression for is obtainable 
from that for v simply by a reversal of sign of ^  ^  , 
so that henceforth it is only necessary to consider v
in detail. Substitution for in (1) leads to
the following differential equation satisfied by v
v ' -+  'lb
o. (6)
in which j is denoted by and ^  ^  IcLyt^
by )j ^ • Primes as superscripts on the dependent
variable indicate differentiations with respect to the 
independent variable#
Since ’ is the only term in (6) that
increases with X  , V must be small 0(> when IS
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large. Thus V can be found by successive substitut­
ions in the form
\i= 1 +  > (7)
from the following equation obtained from (6) by a 
rearrangement of the terms,
Integration throughout, followed by one integration by 
parts, yields
If is the L th order term in the expansion for V , 
the next higher order term V ^ is given by
-55"
lieversal of the sign of ^  shows that
(11)
It may happen in a particular application that ^  
is separable into a large and a small part, \A and £ ,
respectively. Then if
-V S , . (12)
a pair of independent solutions may be more conveniently 
written
I r\')Lr X I
and the recurrence relation for \j becomes
X
with = ;Ki-= ^  /ûloc^ * (11) remains
-34-
unchanged.
In all applications so far it has been found poss­
ible to reduce (10) and (14) to simple polynomial-like 
form by the introduction of a suitable new variable,
Û say, which in its most general form may be written
k
A i  4 B i  ; (15)
j\ and are parameters independent of X  , but may 
involve the order*
It will be noted that in (10) and (14) the lower 
limit of integration has been left unspecified — - in 
each particular case this limit can be chosen such that 
the simplest possible expansions for v and U  result.
- 35-
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
OF LARGE ORDER.
4.1 The integro-differential equation.
The modified Bessel functions are solutions of 
the differential equation (cf. (2.2.1)')
This equation has transition points at ~ ^ f ,
and it will be assumed in this section and the next 
that I • In agreement with
customary practice, the exponentially decreasing solution
1 JL *21is taken to be ^ ^  (see, for
example, Watson 1944, p.202; Erdelyi et al. 1953,§ 7*4.1)• 
The exponentially increasing solution is defined by
^  ^ ^  , as introduced by Dingle
(1959, pp. 280-281). This latter choice is particular­
ly convenient in that is real when both and
zz. are real, and also possesses a simple asymptotic
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expansion which does not contain any exponentially 
small terms.
Equation (1) is first brought into the standard 
form (3.2.1) by a transformation of independent variable 
suggested by Langer (1951, p.52; 1937, pp. 673-675),
namely
X.
(2)
In terms of this variable it follows that
thus
dL'
(5)
)
2.x. a,
= X~2-
"1.
A  ^ d- "C =» A  ^  .
(4)
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The criterion for the validity of (3.2*2) is certainly 
satisfied in the region of interest* so that the results 
of the previous section may be applied. In accordance 
with relations (5#2.5)* we write, in terms of the orig­
inal variable z. ,
(5)
(6)
Considerixig the asymptotic behaviour of (5) and (6) for 
■2. ^  , it is evident that g ^ can be identified
with , and with .
Postponing for the moment the determination of the 
constants of proportionality, we find from (3.2.9) and 
(4) that
(7)
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A variable reducing this equation to polynomial-like
J l 4-form follows from (3.2.15) with o , Ï?) ~.ir P ;
i.e. we put
Integro-differential equation (7) then reduces to
a , v . ;  j t ^ ‘C - 0  ■
4.2 G-reen-type expansions.
The recursive relation (3.2*10) becomes
5fV- 4-1
I
(9)
[ s - y i ) V- . (1)
(To get each contribution to V in the simplest form, 
the lower limit of integration in (1) has been taken
^ This variable, incidentally, was also used by Giver (1955b, p.333)
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equal to zero.) Starting from Vq = 1 , (1) yields
successively
V, = i
■2H-P
V^= — 1-- / 0)'*'- H-tji oi + % l) ,
USD. f  >' *'
\  =   / qiS U-aS
i f tq-TD-o c  ^ ^
-V 3.(o«^  - 3 0  3 1  S' )  ,
S'
') r & L=----- k----------------  /  I&5- 0^  ^ -  W-4-L -^y-o %
% |3  U o  ^
4- ly-c^ Da .  H - io  y  ~ 0 | H - 1 z i  (»1 ^  +  i f U - L  S' i & S ' y
y  Z' io,    ( {%% 3 2 ^  8 -7 S  ^
^ L ()% & (oOq- {(oo p ^
_ S ' I L  01% tg-;(oDg'%^ + ^iW' ( 3 S ' & l P - ^ s r o ( ^
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*4 . g
- I S*»^  0 3S" S'^s) . (2)
The terms in (2) are found to agree with those calcul­
ated by VLO. Bickley in the British Association Tables 
(I960, p.xxxv). In chapter 10 we derive analytic ex­
pressions from which may be deduced the first five terms 
in highest powers and the first three in lowest powers 
of for any .
From its definition and (4.1.6), the full Green- 
type expansion for becomes
K W  * (2 1 ) ' I r -  6^ '^  r')" j  ^  \ ^a r / c't.to
Similarly, by (4.1.5) and (3.2.11),
to
P «Ip/ ^ C'=»D
(4)
The results obtained in this section are applicable for
4 1 .
j own z/p|<^TT ; their validity may be extended to other 
phase ranges of -z/b (but excluding the imaginary axis) 
with the use of the continuation formulae (cf. Watson 
1944. p.80; Dingle 1959a, p.280)
K  ^ k  ^  1  W, (5)
"if > (6)
4" Vv\plT L
I,  (z r " ' )  . . m- (T
with the functions %  .  ^ defined' in terms of Besselz f
functions of the first kind 3+ p by \
X  (a) = *  C'"
—  P
4.3 The Mellin transform of .
- The Green-type expansions derived so far break down
completely in the transitional region, j in
the case of modified Bessel functions. This is simply
- 1because ^  in (3.2.1) becomes small and ^ is no 
longer slowly varying, causing the series for v and a to
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diverge rapidly. If solutions are to be obtained that 
are valid in the neighbourhood of transition points, 
it becomes necessary to use more powerful methods for 
solving the integro-differential equation (3.2.9) than 
the method described in the preceding two sections. In 
the present section, this equation is solved with the aid 
of the Mellin transform (cf. Morse and Feshbach 1953, 
pp. 469-471; Titchmarsh 1948,% § 1.29 and 7.7; Doetsch 
1950, chapter 11, 2, and 1955, chapters 5 and 6).
To illustrate the method for the particular case 
of modified Bessel functions, the exact integro-differ­
ential equation to be solved is, by (4.1*9),
^
a f v =  Y  ^ \ i) V , (1)
For large ^ , the first approximation to V is given by 
the solution of
0
If a new variable
3
X  - - — L  (3)
a- f
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is introduced and V written as a Mellin-Barnes integral, 
thus (L-t
C —L
C being a constant whose range of values will be deter­
mined when explicit expansions are considered, then 
individual terms in (2) may be written
C (5)
Tr u J .A .c — Ù ^  /J / \provided there are no poles in the strip Ch-^ \xLj^/^ ^  ;
,and also c -t i
ikh ^
With the same proviso. Equation (2), in combination 
with (5) and (6), yields therefore
C. -Id/
—44—
If (7) is to be true for all values of X  , the integrand 
must be zero for all * Hence must obey the
difference equation
r- - V\,y) = O , (8)
which is satisfied by
(9)
According to (4) a solution of (2) is therefore
V(xj = \ (10)P- u t J
For future reference it is noted that ^{t) is just the 
Mellin-Barnes integral representation of the function 
(see, for instance, Erdelyi et al. 1953, vol. I, p.275)
4 J 3 5: ,
Lfx/ \>
where the Airy function is as defined by J.C.P. Miller
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(British Association 1946).
Later approximations to v are found by writing
a
V »  “  ^
C  —t  ÔO
and substituting in (1). The condition that the result­
ing generalization of (7) is zero for all X  leads to 
the difference equation
z , ^ (13)
which, since Ÿ large, is in a form suitable for
solution by successive substitutions. Before proceed­
ing to the solution, however, it is convenient to remove 
the zero-order approximation [ytj first, by
defining a function jA j such that
—46—
In terms of , (13) may now be written
6/r '  ('A
where 4 is the summation operator as defined in, for 
instance, Norlund (1923, pp.40-47) and Milne-Thomson 
(1953, ^8.0).
If Vv\^  denotes the c th order term in the 
expression for VH , the next higher term IH * isL 4* %
given by
V A - \ —  -------------  (16)
The initial constant term will, be taken*~i — I I
equal to T/ / J “
this choice leads to agreement with the definition of V
-47-
adopted earlier (e.g. (3.2.5), (4.2.2)). Equation (16) 
then yields
The result of this summation is expected to he of the 
form
c
differencing gives (2 ^  . Hence
In a similar' manner it is found that
, ,  A - U Z l  ■ a . ) k z h h l È l ^ - (19)
—48*
Hext,
Vw
^ I oo  T Î
This summation can be carried through by writing
so that
( /  "  <^r /  .7 '
r-» o
where à is the differencing operator. The coef­
ficients ^ y. may be determined by equating the coef­
ficients of equal powers in . Alternatively,
use may be made of the relation
( / )  = [/■>
r + 1
•49—
where are Bernoulli polynomials (cf. Horlund
1923, p.18). By either route, it follows that
" ■ w  -  —' 70.T, ^  “ f
The determination of later approximations involves 
no further new techniques. The first five contributions 
are calculated to be
I T  C'A - -f) 1 (.'/■■ t) •
^ T  (: ~y  • i-r-k ) '  L~y^ ky.hr
~ ( ' i ? )  S ) î ) ^ - uS' o V
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o o o
X (/v+i)! •
, (23)4r - • ' ,
4.4 Green-type and transitional expansions.
From (4*3.12) and (4.3*23) it is now possible to 
derive expansions for  ^ in both, ascending and 
descending powers of ^ ♦ To achieve this, it is
necessary to choose the separation constant c ' in
(4.3.12) in such a way that the contour of integration
\
separates the poles contributing to the ascending from 
those that give rise to the descending expansion. For 
the integral involving the zero-order term in (4.3*23) 
this means that o ^ c ^  ; the first-order term
dictates that c must satisfy the inequality 
^ 4 c X  7 I and so on (see also Dingle 1955#
p.405).
04.41 Ascending expansion (Green-type)
With t chosen appropriately and the contour of
'51-
integration closed such that it encloses only the poles 
lying to the left of the point where it crosses the 
real axis, evaluation of the residues at each contribut­
ing pole yields the following expansion for V (valid 
away from the transition point):
Vv =: O VA . ^
-  1 - YS'I Af / n'. V  '■/ L ^ hf
S-O L X?J ^  y|l ^  ^ 1*^
V \ - Û
4- (1)
On" ordering the terms, we obtain
v% I + ZL + , (2)6 a.4.fk *' u Ç h f A  ^
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which is just the Green-type expansion obtained earlier 
(see (4.2.2)).
4.42 Descending expansion (transitional)
If the contour of integration is closed to encom­
pass only the poles lying to the right of the point 
at which it crosses the real axis, the expansion for V , 
valid in the transitional region, becomes
Cp. = t f ) • (i  ^  ^ •
10
„ a f~ ' r-VTt I S' vx
7 I*-» lt)l
âtSÛ
S 4 U  S'O o \ lx
, 1 + —  A
L lo \!t
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[ S' frf
13
-t-
"+ ----   IP »3 » so
(1)
The complete expression for Up includes the 
Liouville-Green factor as given in (4.2*3) so that, in 
the region | “^ / f  ) ifb Up W  asymptotic­
ally represented by
1 \
4.43 Limit t cp 1%- ^  j-
Expansions for the values of at the
transition points ^  ^  are derived by com­
bining (4 .42.1 ) and (4.42.2) and proceeding to the 
limit ^ w  . This yields
■54-
k j . . ,
lofir (1)
Corresponding expressions for ^  -^) may be deduced 
by noting that the relation "t^he
integro-differential equation is equivalent to the 
transformation p f in the equation for V ^ . Thus,
-'/P K  V/„  4 1 (2)f v u :
4.5 Uniform expansions involving modified Bessel 
functions of order one-third.
Since U  j_ satisfies a second-order differential 
equation, it can reasonably be expected from the remarks 
following (4.3.10) that later contributions to V are 
expressible in terms of this function and its first 
derivative. However, the method of Mellin transforms 
introduced here avoids such a prior assumption, and 
also steers clear of the awkward double recurrence
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relations that appear in earlier treatments.
We now denote the function defined by (4.3*10) and 
(4.3.11) by U , and take over the definition of M  
in terms of v given by (4.3*12). The problem is to 
express each of the terms in (4.3.12) arising from M  
as some combination of k and its derivative, \< . This 
is straightforward for the first term; it is simply equal 
to k itself. The second term, or first-order contrib­
ution, is from (4.3.23)
One differentiation of (4.3.10) with respect to ,%  ^and 
a subsequent real displacement in jul yields
<L-\
k [x) = \ (2)J<L - Loo
so that (1) reduces to
. 1  x ’ /- i ) ’ . C3)S’ a. Y /
"56.
Apart from a multiplying constant, the second-order 
contribution in (4.3.23) is
O- V
—  ] ( y - i ) - . (4)
Ù. Xdk)
If (4) is arranged such that the difference between the 
arguments of the last two factorials is in agreement with 
the corresponding difference in (4.3.10), i.e. arranged 
to equal —  , (4) becomes
CL t
c — I ^
It is at this stage convenient to introduce an operator 
defined by its operation on a general function P[/^) ,
as follows,
CL -L W
In this notation the following relations may be written
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down with the aid of equation (4.3.10)
x" k Cx) = ^
X-^  k (x) = - A  C^+%) >
x ’ U Cx) = & C/-+%)(,/-+?) > ') (7)
X* i<'”Cx) = - 4 (.Mf)
X* V (_x) = A  I)
The factorial functions in (5) are now the same as those 
in (7); it is thus a simple matter to express the form­
er as linear combinations of the right-hand side of (7), 
and hence in terms of kC>^) ^hd its derivatives, by 
solving the equation
\ V iL 1 .  u 'OL X ^ k (x) + k k (,x) + C. \< (j l ) 4r jx^k (x)
&■+ -e. X k be) = (®)
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for the constants c.  ^d and ^ . Equating co­
efficients in (8) yields
Since (4.3*10) and (2) define and U' unambiguous­
ly, relations (7) contain sufficient information to en­
able one to express the higher derivatives of in 
terms of these two functions. It is, nevertheless, 
better to use the differential equation satisfied by k ,
k'' A- (a. x+i) k' + ^  k - o , (10)
later derivatives being found by successive different­
iations. Carrying out the necessary calculations, the 
following expression is obtained for the second-order 
contribution to V ,
i r ^
= J ± _  Ij- + 1X O X  +lts)
■+ x^+5(+.Do (^ 1 )
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Similarly,
(12)
_  / A  \ ^ 4- ^ L & o >0^
I s L o o o  ^  L
•+ % q q o X  4- 3"] %o)
4- L (.x) (_\<) 015 4 4-310 4. jza O
4- \ (\ 4- o o 3c 4. an %\ Q  ^  *
Including the fourth-order term, simplifying with
the relation x  = - / .a. p and arranging the result
as two series multiplying k and k # respectively,
the expansion for v may be written
\ ^   ^ ^ -s'v\Al^v c klx)  ^I 4. _ L  2__ [-f) W  t
Û A  ^ ■c—~*  ^ I "* 5 V\
T T  —  k  Ix) %  C-f) W  % ; (13)+
^  V\ =? o
This expansion may be 'compared with the' uniform ex­pansions for Hankel functions in terms of Airy func­tions derived by Olver (1955b;.
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where the first few coefficients are
A
as Ao
6r(o*7 00 0\ a 4- %
( 1 % W \ 5-|i ^ an- ooo
3 ) (14a)
+ 1(3 t4-\S U'i. X  4- S'%t X
4. 513 (|o%) ,
Wcx) -  \ ,
i>, U ) ^  4 -4-so X 4- ,
( \ q'&O 4- \ 0 & 0 X  + (»loSS Xa? 5 is-o ^
"4" % lo o O  %  f  L  & 0  4 " ^  ;
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\> J C^ ) = --------  4- 3 u o| ko X
a3ii?o
4 ia 3 % c^4-o X 4 14-oa.4ass'X*'
4 ^TH-ia-oo X + ak) Û, s-q) . (14b)
The Green-type and transitional expansions --- (4*2.5)
and (4*42.2), respectively --- are recovered if in (13)
Ithe appropriate series are substituted for k and k ; 
these may be obtained directly from (4.3.10) and (2).
Finally, the corresponding expansion for u. follows 
on transforming (13) according to .
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5. ASYICP'JOIIC EXPANSIONS OP WBBEH PAEABOLIC CYLIMDBa 
- ffUNCa’IOiCJS
5»1 Biscussion of the solutions.
A detailed account of the definitions and properties 
of parabolic cylinder functions may be found in Miller 
(1955)* The differential equation satisfied by these 
functions is written
^  3 > (1)
and I following Miller, the first solution is taken to 
be I L ^  defined by its asymptotic behaviour
for large and | ^  ^IT as
The second solution may be taken as *
and this is a perfectly acceptable solution from a 
numerical standpoint. Its drawback is that it is not 
an independent second solution if - is an odd inte-
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ger. Then this pair gives only one solution, a Hermite 
function. It is nevertheless possible in this case 
to define an independent second solution ^ »
which is related to and its mirror image
by
i'or real 2. , Ui['k ^ j and V ( I form a
pair of independent solutions for all <x, , but it may
prove convenient when 0»-^^ o to define as second 
solution a multiple of V ^ ^ ) » denoted in
Miller (1955, p.17) by such that
\ i ; X (4)
The transition points of (1) are at f d- ,
and the Green-type expansions derived in section 5*3 
are immediately valid only for ^
They may, however, easily be extended to cover other 
domains (but excluding the imaginary axis) by the use
•■>64—
of continuation formulae. The more directly relevant 
of these are (cf. Miller 1955, p#64)
1/A.T 1
u
X
(5)
and
(6)
For purposes of identification of our solutions, 
it "is convenient to set down the first few terms in the 
expansion of ^^ ? valid for and
and “z. real. From Miller (loc. cit., p.66) these are
5L.
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At o , therefore
ü) = TV
Sa
( 8 )
a ( -i-V4-/ '
5,2 The intsKro-differential equation.
In the notation of preceding sections and with 
reference to (5.1*1), we. take
)i
a. 2 \
z  -V O - y (1)
For large a. it follows from (3.2.5) that a pair
a. hof solutions, q^ and M say, of (1) may be written
as
I
t+ L 4-
a. _. V,-' / z a
,0 S'^ ~ J^ZL 4* (X J >c^
II
 "% V
u,,
(2)
(5)
where, for instance, V = 1 y • equation
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for V is by substitution of (3) into (l), or directly 
from ( 3*2.9 ) and (1),
 ^ ^ t  \ ï l - Î  ""A iZ 4- (X. ; (4)
A variable, oC say, reducing (4) to polynomial form 
is found with the aid of (3*2.15 ) . The most con­
venient choice is with , and & “ , i.e*
o C =  ----------, ■ (5)
In terms of , (4) reduces to
ds
which is already in a form suitable for solving by 
iteration.
5*3 Green-type expansions.Oo
Writing V~ \ ^  c , an asymptotic expansion
in negative powers of ck is obtained from the recurr-
—67—
ence relation
<1
O^v, = U ^ -  i) V. ' -V -1 \ fe 2-) V- tk^ . (1)
I  -V-i  ^ a  ‘ ^
To facilitate identification of the solutions, the lower 
limit'of integration in (l) is chosen such that 
at 2L ^  o (i.e. at o , The first few terms are 
then calculated to be
lao/^
~ c4 — 4* (a % q.  ^ )
X%% 0^
V = — 1..  S 30 ol^ 4-20 4-oo/2cKL^
6Ti ^
-  I A t  o ol i -d 4 - (o  A.M-OOC.) ;
In section 6.11 we consider parabolic cylinder funct­ions as special cases of Whittaker functions w» ^Tth W large, thus obtaining an expansion for v corres­ponding to a different prescription for the range of integration.
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S.h U I X ocJ'
U.
+  ts|S”i“3a-0..('* -1<^ ts-t. ),
1 ^  ^ ' L_------- — / vfe% (oqcj 3Î.5'?.-]? 0^  - l'3%l q(=3l'5'2. 9 o  »L
Xo% sll^où^^°
■+ °°° SXIX d:
+ W  _ IM-Uq.
+ ^ 5'^-%°l'i>l^ S'3.0 -■J2. 1
To complete identification of the solutions, it is 
first noted that at -z.~o ,
X ^ . (5)
XThus by (5.1.8), for large h. ,
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^  ' r. y \v
L
. . . M
% i - W !
{Z-
( P O
The second solution ^ ^ , is related to \L ^ ^ ^
by the same constants as those relating  ^^  and
Therefore
4- (V ) ^
i \ ^
X jL-y. j  ^  j  ' (5)
L~0
Similar expansions, but for , follow from
(4) and (5) with instead of S^w-L
5*4 The Mellin transform of V
The expansions of § 5*3 break down whenZ. A/ ± L o. ,
To obtain expansions for d. ^ t which are
valid in this region, and also more generally valid
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expansions, uniform with respect to z. , we apply the 
Mellin transform technique to (5*2.6)•
Let the Mellin transform of V be defined
by
cx?
(1)
C
j  ^with ^  ~ / d  • The individual terms in
(5.2.6) then become, provided no poles are crossed in 
the translational transformations of jx ,
'
CL t ■VÎ
V - A  \ aVAX'- C.
JLSlT c. — C<>0
(2)
—71'
X *V
C - L D()
C. t L Ae>
a-irv a. Ou
C. c^k> (5)
<L_ + V 0<9
M  (f) (- */'
<L — V. 0<7
CL-t
ok M- (4)
c_ - CÔO
oC Y cLoC - -
(,TTl
(L - L AO
e_4, v<p<?
I
Lrl r
<1 AO
i\~^
[- ol/^  ;
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K(f") -t)
(K ck yiA.
C — L<X
C.H- LOO
r'A
ITL a.
C
lot3 \ T
4jW. (6)
Substitution of these quantities into (5.2.6), together 
with the condition that the sum of the resultant integrals
3 !must be zero for all values of  ^ yields the
difference equation
=
(7)
which is already in a form suitable for solving by 
successive approximations. The zero-order approxim­
ation to (7)» ^ o [  oay, is obtained by setting
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the right-hand'side equal to zero, i.e. by considering
Xthe limit (K. ^   ^ A solution of this difference
equation is
0 - ‘
Before proceeding with the iteration, it is convenient 
to remove the zero-order approximation by defining a 
function vv\(jnj such that
(9)
This change of variable transforms (7) into the differ­
ence equation
-74-
The solution of this equation can be expressed in iter-■oo
ative form as m  (^) > where
satisfies the sum-equation
(/*)
4
_3
(X?
-J  krv' r'-
Here, contributions have been ordered according to their 
power in  ^I . The summations which arise are of
the type encountered in § 4*3* We take Yv\^  =
|^([ I^L)\(j’ I^C) .] s \ j t o  achieve agreement with 
the Green-type expansion for V given in $ 5#3# Per­
forming the summations and combining the results with 
(8) and (9), we obtain
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Cf -1)• t'A"t)• i )'
+ A  (- &) ’ (/- M r  * irJ I r  :) ' (T '■ (-A- !)!
+ I k
where t> is a constant which is to be chosen such that
in the domain \ ja.! < ^ IT the Green-type
expansion derivable from (l) and (12) agrees with^ that
derived in § 5*3# According to this prescription,
izST
5.5 Transitional expansions.
Combination of (5.4.1) and (5.4.12) leads to an ex­
pansion valid in the transitional regions z. rv ± I if 
the contour of integration, chosen such that it separ-
N
ates the poles of » (w.- ^ ) ! , etc.
from those of |) t ~ i )! , 5 ) ! ,
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L  ^  ^ ly i etc., is closed in a clockwise
direction.'*’ Evaluation of the residues at each pole 
enclosed yields
lo \Zrf 
1
AAS'
\ST'7S .Pv*'
-  I k -  z ^ h - f  I -  a
6)
with oi= / ( y - ^  ■
The series for u, in (5.2.2) is deduced directly 
from (1) on replacing ©4 with -oC .
The Green-type expansion (5.3.2) is regained on closing the contour of integration thus specified in an anti-clockwise direction, and evaluating the residues at the enclosed poles, i.e. at the poles of
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5.51 Expansions at the transition points.
The asymptotic expansion of precise­
ly at the transition point z L cv, is
1 Liv(^ l+ ^ o?')
11 (.4 “
\
(r D*. ^  / 3 Cû,\
' 3L 3a
1 0  ao- / aas iv
.. (1)
A similar expansion for Li  ^i - lou) follows by 
analytic continuation.
\
5.6 Uniform expansions involving modified Bessel functions
of order one-third.
Expansions are sought which are valid uniformly with 
respect to % . The subsidiary function k (.x) will,
as in f 4.5> be taken to be proportional to the inverse 
Mellin transform of . Thus
Uniform expansions for parabolic cylinder functions involving Airy functions have been discussed by Olver (1959, Part 3). ,
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(L't
 ^( t ~ 0  '' ) ’
<L Ao
This is the same subsidiary function as that selected
c 3®^ ^ /in ^ 4.5, except that here X--" j oj^  . The
properties of k and its dérivâtes have already been
examined and discussed in detail in ^ 4.5, and by the
method of that section (5.4.1) and (5.4*12) yield the
following uniform expansion for V  s
A A)
V - V i x )  ) '+ 4  ^  W
OoO , y x w  -STK
+  ^  W ( X >  <  c. k W  ;
K^o
(2)
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where the first few coefficients are
-1---  A lstL T o o L ^
t>6 C^ t) = I 1
l,{,x) = S'O X -%H-) ,
— Î----/iSX^-iaiSX+LuiO %?" 4.-|X()oo iL+ll(,o%). (3)
1^0-500 ^
The corresponding expansion for u. follows on 
replacing 4 o<v by — ©4 •
(To recover the Green-type and transitional expans­
ions from (2), it is only necessary to substitute the 
homologous expansions for U(x) and • These
may be conveniently obtained from their Mellin-Barnes 
integral representations ( 4.3.10 ) and ( 4.5.2 ), res­
pectively. )
— 3Q —
The full expansions for (jL ^  ^  CL ^  h ^ ) include,
of course, the Liouville-Green factors quoted in (5*3.4) 
and (5.3.5).
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6. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OP WHITTAKER I'UNCJIOMS W u , w  
POR LAAOE k . AND FOR LAKOB 1 W\^ 1
6.1 Green-type expansions for Whittaker functions;
U  lar,5:e , wv small.
Comprehensive accounts of Whittaker functions may 
be found in Whittaker & Watson (1927, ch. 16), Buchholz 
(1953) and Slater (i960).
The functions satisfy the differential
equation
^  (1)el-2. 2- /
A convenient first solution is defined by
- i -  Vt H » 1 W | .V .  H  = - « -  " z  u + O p / (  >  ( 2)
Since (1) is unaltered by a simultaneous reversal in 
sign of k  and z  , another solution is \j ^ ^  ^  .
This proves to be a particularly satisfactory pair of 
solutions in that the Wronskian of V\/^ ^  and
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\sl ^ never vanishes for any values
of V. and W\ (cf. Slater I960, p.26; for relation 
to generalized Laguerre functions, see also p.95 of 
this reference).
The results that follow in this section may be 
made to cover all ranges of ^ excepting the immed­
iate neighbourhood of the point "z. — 4-U , The reason
for this exception becomes apparent shortly; further 
restrictions on ^ and k  will be quoted after 
particular expansions have been derived.
Equation (1) is already of the form ^ ^  W  ,
but direct application of any W.X.B. method leads to 
complications in the higher terms, in that these would 
then contain logarithmic as well as algebraic quantities. 
This difficulty originates in the singularity occurring 
with this choice of at o , and can be avoided
.f-. ’
(cf. Langer 1937) by a transformation, involving both 
dependent and independent variables, studied particular­
ly by Kamke (1944, p.476). With
z  ^   ^ W  -  ^ (3)
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equation (1) becomes
and there is no longer a singularity at the (new) origin. 
Since in this section is taken to be small, ^
can be split up into a large and a small part; in the 
notation of ^ 3*2
and solutions of (4) may then be written as in (3*2.13)* 
With the original variable and the second relation in 
(3)f a pair of independent solutions of (1) is
V  = [i-
—84"-
with V satisfying the integro-differential equation
V , ‘ *2 * i r i  I . Jtri.
oL-z. H- \^ 'a. ,. , ,'1J ( -z. - Ll KZ j-k) (k - tf l< ) ^ (8)
A suitable new variable reducing (8) to polynomial-like 
form is suggested by (3.2.15), K  now replacing ^
With, for instance, l\ - O and % this gives
, (9)
but it proves sufficient and more convenient to take as 
new variable, t say, only the first term
\â
I
In terms of *t , (8) contracts to the polynomial-type 
relation
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I  ^ \V ■=» — IJ oLi 5-- V&t ) (11)
where % Vv\ . Writing V-
successive V, S are given by the recurrence relation
— %Wv.L 4-1
(12)
The simultaneous appearance of both positive and 
negative powers of i, in (12) complicates the problem 
of choosing suitable lower limits of integration to 
give precisely identifiable solutions, since zero and 
infinity are then precluded as possible points of 
identification. Examination shows that the simplest 
possible expansion will be that for which when I is 
odd, contains only odd powers of t and no
constants, i.e. is completely odd in t ; and for
which when I is even, is completely even in i .
■86'
Starting with. \ , direct calculation from (12)
shows that
V = _ (si - It -V 4" , (13)\ A./ L  ^ h ^k
and in accordance with the prescription just given, the 
constant will be taken equal to zero to keep odd
in t . The choice of subsequent integration constants 
leading to precisely identifiable expansions can be 
achieved by considering the particular case t - i • 
According to the choice made so far.
vO) * y -  + 0  ■ (»)4 L  k
By (10), t ~ I corresponds to the limit |"%| :
ah expansion for \\/|^ ^  in this limit is derived
in appendix A. This expansion in inverse powers of l< , 
(A6), also starts essentially as ) — + 0
and it is thuss convenient to identify the successive 
integration constants in (12) such that v{l) shall 
agree precisely with this expansion (A6). How for
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jzj >;> I I > expansion (A6) and that given in
Whittaker and Watson (1927, 4 ^^*3) valid, if vn.
is small, for \z\ > 1  must tend to the same
limit, that is to (2). Furthermore, from (7),
u ^  k'' W 1 » 1 W ,  (»)
so that, identifying M with W. (z) and comparingQ i K , W\
(15) with (A6), it follows that
vc>) .  M      (16)a.
V is now expanded as a series in negative powers of 
k using Stirling's series in the form
(17)
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here is the v th Bernoulli polynomial as de­
fined in Norlund (1923, p.19) and Milne-lhomson (1933, 
pp.136-137). Substitution for p and k in (17) 
yields
*=) (o k
I a.Tj 4.%^05T| 4- 4-03.1
a L o%o R
•V ^  Q 5 ^  -V \ 0 3 , \ < i o  y \  -  Ls" b 3 -1 0  "Y^  4. 1 5 5  I Co ^1 3. 4-lo \c\a Tio k
- ' ''. (18)
With the lower limits of integration in (12) chosen 
such that for i - \ the terms in the expansion for 
v~ correspond to those in (18), we find for the first 
six contributions
Vo
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]f =r O (19)
where
Uy^- — !—  3 Î S  , -U(^'7'^-ii‘+),
1% H-3%.
-  -----1-------------  • = (f as- tf as"  ^ <^,3 = -  / 5-3» 5-30^
a(o STipZ olo
=. - 3.0 4 .-75' AJ .t- 2. OffO Of 3. ,
= 5“^ if(oü ^  - \\%0^ 0%0 ^
V\ and V^ are in agreement with the corresponding terms derived by Buchholz (1953, p.103) using the method of steepest descents, though his multiplying constant is inexact since contributions due to 5>^  wi 4- ,6^^(vw-V'k) t etc., are not taken into accounthe approximates V (1) by ^ ^ -
-'M' \ -  i )  Aw^
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_ (û-^ s 'V^ - 00 -V A AOO ^
“-SJ = latso - lifSoo-v^,
o.j^ = (35 -y\ - IV3AO 4 as c\ao T| ;
o^  = _____________   ; Oi = lirc^io-jaS ,
(o \o^a (5& 1A.0
o. = - % c j a 3-]t-4-2>0 )
«.x\)r - ~ s 10 5 loû -Vj 4 i laa 4-io<| îao ,
CLj = A( %o s Soc T| * ( l & s 0 ~I% 3.0% ,
(L^  = (03 C| SI Vi -a<^ (oi|.a (» 7) + 2.5 5 OOO,
dg. = - (o(a 3(>o'V] •(• ao Sj s(ô 5Ao 7j - iqaai U o  ,
a. - aa (H-0 “n^ i- '‘♦•10 Aoo “ 131H i>ao “Vj + ia"]5A (>i)-o ,
(.4
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= 113 £{,oo ft-] -  a u x  ooo<v|^ -4 lo
vL 3 %-3»% 1^00 n/| %<foA^ qSof>j
"^ s = -3q-ai4S- t.S3a.C|Cj aoo '
\ g .  =  Û] 1(,3 3")S ,  R ^ g . =  y  C L ^ X f  S";G Z s - o ^
s  —( C| 14143 i^U^ So o ft-1 " ♦ ' I S *  a» t i ^ s *  Oj a o  ^
A. = 10 3 s ' U a  09% loof\|-i<=|-7o‘]’23?.3|o l U o  ^
- au & Oil aUo ft/] ^ 3.014 5-9-5 0 x 0 U S o A]
-h I s  8 3 2 . a % 9- s 3 1  - y G o ,
A.ÇJ, a - I 311 Uh-U> ~]o H‘ a-]’" 4 a.o«j '+■) I- 3% S' \Xo<Vj
_ 1 3 1 4 ?  (H-U, S^Uo ,
a 2 3 W  , l o  A]^ -4 1 5  0 3  5143 1 1 0  Aq ^
-S3 Uoil^U oioA, -4 ( 1 4 5 3  H-54- 1 5 0  1400^
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ST _ X t|& 0 00 n^  ^
"+31 '^^  0 1 ^ 3  jlo o  'vj --i-jo a x i  l ^ S  X o  o ^
+ 3« } +3/ G^S" />] 4- 4.3if %%1 ooo rv|
- 1 ;i(oc^  3cj 3 k 00 /v|^  + 30 I <+(+ +<fl t 00 /v| ^
c S 3 3 1  \SO A/j^  -a%S -jto'lOOO Aj3
+ - ‘4 ' t>SC>6 '^5“ ;Z.oo rvj ^ Jii 0| y-L 1 & P. (^00  A] ^
2 %STo S' A^  ^  I 3  ()0 & 0 0  A/j ' 4 .  b ^ / 2 Î  G +.0 Ay
I P.S+- 1(3 Q_&o f  G P»!o S"L L < fO D /^  , ( 2 0 )
Identification of 4 with W  Wi s  now complete, and0^ K^ vh '
we have explicitly
H . v h H
r i il 00
X +• 2.V: û-ttîX  j ^^V^*(21)
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Similarly
[(.k-vw-i)'. (_k-wi-0.(
where
- 1 ?  <  o-c<^ k) ^ O the upper signs,
for the lower signs.
Ranges of applicability.
For the sake of brevity we will illustrate the 
ranges of applicability of the foregoing results only 
for the important special case o-r^’s^ =- A_<-^  ^
Then there are four cases to consider:
(i) In the range \ , h Is
always real and less than unity, and the expansions for
Wi (y^ ) and W  . L  as given by (21) and (22)K,wv  ^ /
may be applied as they stand.
(ii) Per 0 ^  ='/i4k ) » t is imaginary
and it suffices to change the variable "t to -t' ,
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, ±   ^Lirwhere t i e depending on the phase of 7. ,
/ i  \giving an expansion for \\J s [■2. e ) fromk
which, by a continuation formula given in, for example.
Slater (I960, § 2*5.2), the corresponding expansion for
W u  /^) follows. (See further under Poiseuille
functions in % 6,5.)
(iii) Results applicable in the range ^  00 —  < 04k
are conveniently deduced by reversing the sign of U
in (21) giving an expansion for V  v , From— k, m
this expansion with *2, 2: e , it is then
possible to obtain an expansion for (T' ' 3
by means of a known continuation formula (Slater I960,
(2.5.19)).
(iv) From the foregoing work it is not possible 
to derive any results valid for 21 ^  +k , since in 
this transitional region ^  ^ (or X  ^ ) is no
longer bounded and slowly varying, and the step from 
(11) to (12) results in a rapidly diverging series for 
Y • A more powerful technique successfully cover­
ing this case will be applied in Ç 6.5#
6.11 Parabolic cylinder functions.
Alternative expansions for parabolic cylinder
functions to those given in section 5*3 may be deduced 
from (6.1.21) and (6.1.22). i'rom Miller (1955, p.73) 
we obtain the relation
- K _ i
H-
(1)
The appropriate substitutions in (6.1.21) and (6.1.22) 
are therefore
^ a ^ ±  (X, ) 0  ^t - ^
By the continuation formula "*
> ^  a.ir I
t r i-k  Tti,\
' (xe ...^ k,w\^ w  ( ^ ' j - - ^  W (.xe^') f, (3)1/ vm V- '' 1/ W» \
quoted in e.g. Slater (I960, (2.5.19)), the alternative 
expansions for real u, are
^ Instead, we could have proceeded via (A5)#
'96'
s: A
'■ /  4
OO
£  V,, (4)
V — 4
 ^ -^)
U.
4-2: •+ 0..%
o<p
L -  O
(t9 V . (5)
Substituting (2) into (6.1*20), we obtain for the first 
few terms
V r: \C /
Vj = ^ 5 oU - ^
(a. A.
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—
X41 oj
 ^ /  i4 %s 4 -a s  -  1 S3 \ b i o  AtoS' 1 î.'+'O a
S' 3 \+ a.OH-0 0\ao( - \ \&C) O%0 oC -V 2.0 0 o<y
M  ^ f 1^. . (OV^ _ = -------    \%S <^ \0~]9lS d  - <^12. 311 tf-Xo C<&a  14%% 32-0 o-
% L+  \ 10.2. 3X 0 o< - lto%5-o-]&5.0% oi
4-+  %ss saa o o o x  - 1 1 1  32 . / /ao«b
+ t % 1 ?  Aly-o j )
^5 " io "klf «(. - 1)3X11^315350 oi'^
-^01 01% %%0
4-3014 X 5 1  131 |%14 3 " - S O i f l s - L - j U ^ o l X o l
"1 3^+ 3 lUL it-s4,io-| cjsa. 3. -  1 if^ i 03-1 311 3ia.<x
4-2-1 o ^ 0  %3o o%(?oi -39-0 oLj-'jS'^  09-0 uu) • (6)
.98.
Analogous expressions for oj^  o follow by
analytic continuation, or directly from (6.1*21) and 
(6.1.22).
Expansions of the same character have also been 
derived by Darwin (1949) and by Olver (1959)
6.2 G-reen-type expansions for t'^) ;lU~Vv\ \ large.
For brevity it will temporarily be assumed that 
\ a. ^  1 and that “z. , W  and V\a are all real.
Actually, the results will be applicable for less severe
restrictions; some of these will be discussed after the 
expansions have been derived; in addition explicit
expansions will then be stated for the case U ^  vv\ • •
Since vv\ can. no longer be considered to be 
small, it is necessary to retain the full expression 
for ^  . With the aid of Kamke's form (6.1.4),which
gives
a pair of independent solutions of (6.1.1) may be 
written
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a '' LL
(2)
kk , 4w\  «V
X ï (l- “  + l< e-A ( )-
(5)
X 2.\kwith 1^.:, - M  y  • The integro-differential equation
satisfied by v is
%
-21
V= -------- —  .1 + 9 \ ^ y 4 ^
z . 4r 4 - M^y)
A suitable new variable reducing (4) to polynomial-like 
form is suggested by (3.2.15). With, for instance,
^ o » 6- A f this would be
2 \ r , A
y ) ) z -3.U+2^
i A  )'— :: : ,, r >
(5)
■^2.^- I4U 2. i k  - 3.y
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but it proves sufficient and more convenient to take as 
new variable, ^ say, only the second term
"2L ^
(6)
This choice is especially favourable in that it reduces 
to (the variable selected in § 6.1) when k| •
In terms of ^ , (4) contracts to
- lU k V- Ij) 9^- & \d4 clv
f h
}
h f -
M )r  a
where
(8)
The recurrence relation becomes
-  + — ]v. i9- (9)
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On iteration this yields a series for V in inverse 
powers of k . The integration constants in (7) and 
(9) will be chosen such that for ( k|'>> 1^1 the
series goes over into (6.1.19J- Thus, from (6.1.16), 
in the limit , that is with 9 = ' ,
v ( . 0 Vv\) (10)
(UjWi) being a function of the parameters '< and vaa
I-
only. V(-0 is now expanded as a series in inverse 
powers of Vy , again with the use of Stirling's formula 
in the form (6.1.17). This leads to
v(.t) = (a TV)
^  r(Y--vi)
A /  • 
k
X .
3. H-4 ^  MS-1 %
4- + (11)%
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The condition \ , taken together with the fact
that direct calculation from (9) gives »
determines the function ^  ) •> The result is
\l\)-(p:)^'^  ^ (12)JUX
With the above prescription, the polynomials may
be written
A
V, . -  ! £  -i , (15)(-V
The first few coefficients are calculated to be
—  ; R, = S'A = =
\ 1 a
L  = — i  ) kgg, =- A A l l  - - A &  ,
1 3 1 % %
h i *  •3(%1 'C - \34- ;
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(r/>^u.a.= 3(i1 A -  \%4-x%), 
4 ^ =  -14 La  ouL  ^ ^ U -  3 % 5 ’ûv.^ ;
(^ 3 =, Z\% 33l) to40
9.3.5 14X 5 IV , ^(3 - -1 U5 -|U5 %
2- % h i  = 3^1 t.0 3 fV?> - S-%2. 0*15 ft k,
I
\> •» 0 k - 3o 3 1 %  4-4 4 .14 0^']$' A^ /\
Xs4* scjl 0 0  P[ - \ 3 S  3 0 0  cr ^
\) ^ g. 5^“\ El^ 3%2L *32-0 A <L %  L %
- ^SÎXo &  4- %\ \%o fo<r^  ,
k , / |S*\ %1S Ok. ft - ft2.0 Gl Al> -"^ZftoS" Bl)
- 35 V, -V %( A o  Lo-'-) ,
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^  ^  O 32.0 î )  -  3  o 3 1 ^  \ >  ■4’ H“4 ' 4 ' ( o “ | S ' f t ' < ^
4 - 5 ‘ < ^ l o o  — \ 3 S ‘ 3 o o  (L
L«| ^  % w  ^ 3(3 ^  ()03 x\>i — S'ft % 01 £ Qk, 7^^ 1 ^
Lc| ^  = — l|-P.S 4-lS CL )
K  ■'
V
IU3 014- ^3^ ÊTLo
H 3\> - I&5 IIÛ 12.5 A  ^ k = - 4.9-U 1*1-0 & 8^
= 149S s-Do 0 0 0  1 s- iai (»1 L  A  fe'
■+ 2 5 -4. 5 1 “) %Dû ÙL A^ 4- (\ *1% loo  A
% o  l a U  ^ 0 0  A
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A
V = ) S t 0 \ a % 5 0  ft _ 335 X U 3  1 S Û  A A . %
-|R3 0[S1 ftrlft - \\0 3^S‘ioo Mr ft 
4  dS 003  1444.0 A  Ç) ^  4- Vf It-Us" 1&> ;
k .  \ 0 .3  \"1  ^ % 4 o (L A ft -  1 3 0 7 4 3 3 . ^ 0  c c k nS14
- 31 33^11 40 A ft L <:) 1 ko A ^
3 ^■+2(lsUa'|-o ftk -V(912112.0 k 6  + iC|"iH-a.%0 E
a a- 4 3&3 12.0 & <r )
k, = a i U  19-t. a o o ~  a %(lo s^ai laocr^ Uh-
«44- a 9 %L n  1 Uoo < r  . ,
L  = \s.^  111 %if-o A A. -.j^2,o74-i aUo ft fcft.
- %a 331 9-0 Ov k % " 1  5ft1lLo (V E
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a , a. a.
% \S1 0)1 3 5^ O ÛL. ft — 3352_lo3'^S'o£k^ Ata
- |L3 S7 l%Lf Ov - MDSlS t a O O c k
ü 1 H•Vis 003 If If o V) cr 4 M- +ks )is L J
Lfl = *VT5 2.00 ooo <xT L %  -1 4- lil (j-jlo ft. V>
+ a s k  5\~) too A ou 4- 0| >13 %oo ft."
l o  3 3 Ü  l o o  u  cr y
3« 1 3kou. - 4-1 1 aa ftto CL \> - 3,a% 300 a. B,
= -  H-q-t. ) % s  7 4 - 0  ( L b ,
4= |%S H o  ias CL . (14)
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It remains to complete identification of the 
solutions. In the limit |z| is> 1 , it follows from 
(5) and (12) that
i  -e.-
(atrj  -----------   —  I > (15)
I (ic+w-kj! (ic-*"-!)!)
and from Whittaker & Watson (1927, § 16*5)
Hence for large k
The second solution to the original differential 
equation follows from (2), or alternatively directly 
from (17). By either route,
—108— 
Tlirk 1
1
^ A , i k + ± ! ^
%. %.
I
: ' : A ] i ^ h - ^ - è A T
HL ^  Û0
For large w\ , the zero-order approximations in (17) and 
(18) reduce to results derived by Kazarinoff (1955) by 
application of langer * s methods (1932, 1949).
When - 1 %  , it is more appropriate to
re-express the series for y by separating u/ into 
its real and imaginary parts, thus
Y
y
4-2- k A
[ i i^-1
4  L \ > X
with the abbreviations
(19)
p  = k/j*. .
(20)
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If in addition the further new variable 6 is introd­
uced by
I B
‘J ’ ^  " (21)
SO that
-a k
recurrence relation (9) becomes
‘ ^ ^  ^ . duV;ZjK = Srww 9 B — ^
(22)
^ I 0 . ^  fr-2.)j'V'-ele,
from which successive y. g may be derived. Alternat­
ively, these can be deduced by direct substitution of 
(20) and (21) into (13). Either approach yields
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V ' 1
f 0»o
The first few coefficients in (24a) and (24b) are
3 L %(a q-
^3.= - ^ 0°1 +‘*4-S-|i*‘) ft -t- (f),
T)o,<i,j^= -1 % 4-%, *^aa ~
Ya' — -------  ; Co3= ‘Vis ,
\ 0 (o vL % &io
t,3= -7 U 5 7 U  ,
V s  ' - C%'% lf7% 4- % >4'3‘‘f M-%0 ),
I ' 1^33= (^Vsao-v5"%ia. i%o ft ^
(24b)
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" ( l i f t  07 0 •+ I XIq. 370 | î V  )
= -M-is- qas 7 Ls-'}Ls'[s-i,py
^ 11.£) *1  k -  07X kya Û )  ^
Vs ° ~ ( i l l  + s %ia <\io
1 II1 i* o 4- 5 ^4*3 \*o ft y
%\ 537 lU<) lko
^ 0 ^.- ‘%sr 1 1 0 7 x 5  -  I I(.kq. 3S-0 |i ^
-  -(^4-V-k \%S 74,0 -  51S'9-Aa%1>%oA*‘+  t 33% 557 H o p
X *f
a i 4.37 i f t o - C j k k i  aos 2.1»oft + If >3f 7 S 1 7 7 0 |%  ^
X qkq^ L 7%7 4- 7 a.01 kiai3kji -7075 ivaias-ap ,
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11% H-3S- W 3 ^
I t^lo + 1  C^ (oO 00<f “^ t o A  + Zl L Î4-0 ^  ) ,
J. *f*
*"{>tf“ ( 3 ^  &13 9.0 A +  I 4-0% a t .3  t^(so|l +  t lf<^3 Û%CJ ^0  o^ ,
(^0^= -]ij-% < \ o o ( i - p V  ,
j = “ II Y V'f'O - 4 4-(= I 4-00
15 a 3 7 ij if-fo  -  II o a t o a - o  7 Z 0  j% ^
2h
Aj  % S'4'O laoCs tfl(-0  +  I't' l ^ o % T i S o ^  |î  ^
i ^ _  [ 1  G-f^ l 14.%% 0-)(. +  () L l ]  ^3 f p 7  /
dy = I 4. 3 3 ()l.% rlo + 3 o<)H. 14-4- S-to ji . (25)
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It is noted that the corresponding terms for the 
modified Bessel function ^ p (.^ ) as given in  ^ 4.2, 
are recovered on setting k =* o , = p and ^ ®
in (24a,b).
Ranges of applicability.
Even on the real axis ( k - ), it is
necessary to consider four cases:
(i) For 1 < oc> , ^ is always real
and (17) and (18) can be applied as they stand.
(ii) For - I I > ^  la imaginary and
it is useful to change the variable to
1a
Analytic continuation then yields expansions applicable 
in this range.
(iii) Expansions applicable when - oo < 
are most easily deduced from (17) and (18) by reversing 
the sign of )^ .
(iv) The results of this section are inapplicable
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in the transitional region iiz- k fv ; treatment
of this case will be deferred until $ 6.4.
6.3 Transitional and uniform expansions for ;
k large, Vw small.
The derivation of transitional and uniform expansions 
for Whittaker functions with V  large involves substant­
ially the same techniques as those exemplified in sections 
4 and 5 for modified Bessel functions and parabolic cyl­
inder functions. Consequently only the most important 
equations and results will be recorded here.
Let M  , the Mellin transform of V , be 
defined as
'1^ . (1)
where now V. ^  /%V. • ^hen if we write
(2)
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substitution for V into (6.1.11) leads to the recur- 
rence relation
(5)
This summation problem may be solved for by
successive approximations if we write
€>0
Vvv[ | i ) =  £  ^ l ( f )  ( 4 )
The ■+»^ th contribution to is then given
in terms of the tth and th contributions
by
•^ 1X6*
/ - ' •
%\ 3
(5)
here contributions are ordered according to their power- V3 iin • Successive summation, with ^
yields
%
a i f M ( / \ ) [ ' f - 9 • ('f ■*■ [T'^y*
102. , asi*i \ I If
A S  L % v )  (.A "  ^ 3l S a ' i s - t  a i l  Iii
3 C. 
|%s U k J  F “ /«I- A  "■ 3 7 4 ^
+ » » » * (6)
The constant in the last term of (6) has been chosen so
—'H7"“
as to achieve agreement with the Green-type expansions 
of 6.1.
6.51 Transitional expansions.
An expansion for V valid in the transitional - 
region ^  ^  4"^ follows from (6.5.1) and (6.5*6) if 
the contour, chosen with the usual precautions’** regard­
ing the separation of the poles of , is closed
in a clockwise direction. The result is
It a;'-
L Ï L
àIt TT
Li)'
s^ lr
L l ± ]à I t V 31 So W*
31
1+ I \3
%4-DTCi^ivV
'-j S’ ^
\ ^  4-0 o U
f « «
7
%oTT'
+' V * * (1) I
This involves loops around /L and ,the poles nearest the origin of the third term in (6.5*6).
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/ tThe corresponding series for k m
obtained on replacing k "by k
6.52 Expansions at the transition point.
Equation (6.51.1) shows that at the transition 
point "z = 4- k ; where t {y^) and
W  % /-z) are asymptotically represented by- kj w k. /
1 1 
\v.^t‘)-k)= ^(k+w-i)) [k-wt4)'| 6%)' W
C ( r Ü !  / 3 \ L  \ 7- < + s n  1
0^0 '
\tU+w-i)î(k-Ml-^)lj .
i | L tt3-e
HH-ook
6.53 Uniform expansions.
Defining the subsidiary function L (jc) by ‘
V ( x) = — ^  f ,
•(2)
(1)
iftr k c - i ^
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where x - ât / s k , we obtain by analogy with % % 4.5 
and 5.6 the following uniform expansion for
'''
V ^ U (.Tc) 'j I + i  ^  k;) [x) t
V\
%
- J -  f  L ' W Z ë Wio k
Rather lengthy calculation yields for the first few 
coefficients
4, (%) * — ----  - I S - ( x ^ - f  ," lAbo L
(2)
S A 5
/ (2a)
I ^ 3)3-157 S ' X ? -1 ix_ + 7 kiM- X  +a.zl& j >
kg (.%) = > ,
k, Cx) r- — ^  I ^4 S - n s  1 )^ 350 X  -7 5(0^  ,
\
(5b)
k ^ t x )  =  ■ )  f « y - ) s 75' T f i ) x * - C u i s r - < + 7a S ' v i ' ) x
1 1 7 5 7 5  (
^ Cj t 11 o +  7ic[oox-t- lit» o?> ^  ^
The Liou-ville-Green factors completing the expans­
ions for W ,  !%) and W  (:^) are as quoted in k, m -K ; Yn
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(6.1.21) and (6.1.22).
It may be shown that the zero-order approximation 
in (2) is in agreement with results given previously 
in terms of Airy functions by Krdelyi and Swanson (1957), 
and Slater (i960, § 4.6.4); and in terms of i by 
Taylor (1939).
6.4 Transitional and uniform expansions for ;
M I lar^ Bie. ^
The Mellin transform of V is defined by (6.3.1); 
but now with y:  ^ I V )  , where A and H
are as in (6.2.8). with vn[u.) defined by (6.3.2) and
O o  '
also ^  > (6.2.7) yields the recurrence
relation
A  J  /
^  , j . , ) .  (1,A J
*" The case k and vv> large will be treated in Kum- mer*s notation in chapter 7 (see also Kazarinoff 1957).
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Here, the constants ft , & p (L and L are as in (6.2.8) 
and contributions are ordered according to their power 
in X
Summations arising from the last term in (1) are 
of a different type to those encountered earlier. Their 
evaluation will be illustrated by the simplest example 
occurring, that for = constant. Writing
^ Î15- --   " K  --T -V- -------- - .  ^ '
we can sum the first part by either of the methods ind­
icated for (4*3.20), and the second by noting that
(3)
Choosing the constant in to reach agreement
with the Green-type expansion of ^ 6.2, we find that
a-KM ij^ ) -- (|x-9! [-/v-f)* [:/<-i)l
—122—
4-
5 0
& y -  t-ri)'- ( - ^ - o  '■
àâ\
IL%7
A T 4 1% 3
a.SoVA) I ^ j /
-t :i\ oo k 4 I OS' 3 A j A
( 7  / Lq L 6 _2L
I 350 L «7 7 0 A
1454 / B
Î4-OOÜ ^ 31 S' A
|3-7 IJ6 Î2 —  
I& A
+ J ^ x  h ‘) - ‘I'S I <^ )^] (/--')• t“r  ' l) • k) •
4"i i ^ Ÿ  ( R-d)'.(.-/^'f)U-/"~y-+"‘ ■V  ^ H' (o ft
(4)
6.41 Transitional expansions.
Separation of the poles of -ijl , etc., from 
those of * etc., and closure of
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the contour of integration in a clockwise direction, 
yields the following expansion for \/ in the trans­
ition region ^ X  i
ei)'- _L
A ’
21 loOO fl ^
8
A a o T A
~V* [lal 6^+ 33-00 A6A- 32.3IS-A.
2 H (~i)-+
3A Ï
\
113-0 T A') y th
^ 4if fâ^-\Uo ),6A - 33-;scLA^"'j
izV-
1
^ Ci/' /A \^ 5-6 + 5-1 fl- I _  ---  I-1 -------;--  4" ’ *
6  Vj »/3
. (1)
—1.24"
Corresponding results for VL follow on replac-
± LIT A t L -VTing and k by -e. and K -e >
respectively,
6.42 Transition point.
At the transition point z = , where
u -s.. oo » (6.41.1} shows that V. ft) and V v t^"^ )> ' Kj yvj t Vsj Wj
have the asymptotic expansions
V 3 ft M ) ’ (r i) ' I + 1 S' IA1 1 ft^ / 7TÎ7"lldoTv^
^3-1 4 o o  ft \
3-'\Uo V 8(^~3>3“)5<^A y+- • (1)
 ^ "i)’-
X ' 4 )
(-i)!
l U o  T
3
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()Oo A V)
(2)
6.43 Uniform expansions.
By the method of §4*5, (6.4.4) yields the follow­
ing uniform expansion;
V-
O o
V\5> D
(1)
ïhe first few coefficients in (1) are
Ô f x ) s — ------ \  ^ B> -V I A.0 \> a) 56 i- i t o  W A^  X' / asao (
\ — Loo L 6 A — 3*1 (sS,s ft.A ) ^
4-(^\) OH--m-'ioo WBA-tfioooaffh’
4-Cs-?,32.fc ^ÎVO o L’&A') X  + Ul4-ft f • (2a)
—126—
 ^i i 1 3 o o  L X- "4" 4*5*0 [8 -f lo ft) X  4* 1 %0| % ^  )
  ](^1M'Î>o Ç) 4* 3-t ooUfe ft**"! 0 o o o  Aw ft ) X ^
 ^ {
( I 0 %0 % + |L>20o \o6ft^ X
4- OSTS 4-lZLùooLSft - L l O O O  Clft^jx^
\ 4%loo^ & L%oif 6 I* (2b)
The Liouville-G-reen factors are as quoted in (6.2.17) 
and (6.2.18).
Special case of Bessel functions.
Transitional and uniform expansions for modified 
Bessel functions may be recovered from the foregoing 
results for Whittaker functions by comparing the re­
spective integrO-differential equations for V , that 
is ( 4 . 1 . 9 )  and ( 6 . 2 . 7 ) .  If it is supposed that A  , 
, CL and L are now independently adjustable
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parameters --- i.e. ignoring their mutual dependence in
terms of ^ and U --- (6.2.7) is seen to pass
over into (4.1-9) with the substitutions f
\ . CL = L = o and y = - ^ p
Repetition of these substitutions in (6.41.1) and (l) 
gives the corresponding expansions for modified Bessel 
functions (4-42.1) and (4-5-13)-
6.5 G r e e n - t y p e ,  t r a n s i t i o n a l  and u n i f o r m  e x p a n s io n s  
o f  th e  P o i s e u i l l e  f u n c t io n s  ? e  ( r> )  
and Q  ^  ) f o r  l a r g e
P o i s e u i l l e  f u n c t io n s  a r e  s o lu t io n s  o f  th e  d i f f e r e n t ­
i a l  e q u a t io n
(k r
where o < T < \ - Brinkman (1951) has shown
that this differential equation arises on consideration 
of the problem of heat generation in a liquid flowing 
through a capillary according to Poiseuille*s law. In 
the particular case of real <r , the solutions are
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g e n e r a l l y  d e n o te d  b y  o ~ ) and  ^
T h e i r  d e f i n i t i o n s  i n  te rm s  o f  W h i t t a k e r  f u n c t io n s  a r e  
g iv e n  by L a u w e r ie r  (1953» S 5) a s
iTrrV| (
[f, cr)z: _ a e ) (2)
^ i i . ( r - i ) l  r  ( i C r )
1a
where and aenote respectively imaginary and
real parts. It is thus required to seek expansions
of W u  with - o corresponding toV\j yv\
(6.1^21) and (6.1.22) but for the range o \
This is achieved by means of the continuation formula"*" 
(Slater I960, ^ 2.5.2)
w  (- ..C4)VL.O , I -vc^ oXlTv L
Owing to the change in range from \ < ^  /ifk k. oo to o 4 -z /i^ \^ .^ \ , the desired results cannot betaken directly from (6.1.21) and (6.1.22).
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6.51 G -re e n -ty p e  e x p a n s io n s . 
Prom (6.1.22) for 0
W  . f -2.
l-W)=
Xa+ Ltrk ,4L (P^> /t\Jl
(J<-- k) •
i.a. î i i k  z j + 0 ' ' i W
L
(1)
with given by (6.1.19). The substitutions
■z ■= n Ô o~ =
+  I c  IV (2)
combined with (5.5.4) and (l) yield
a  
 
t r < r ) ^  O r
-ft-— (T (r(\-rO
1A. -Ir c-*; C^)
a -»4» jz-vc/^ ] — <r / r ( i"* ~ r
L-O
(3)
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-  2where S = r ( . Therefore, by (6.5*2), (6.5*3) 
and (3),
A r 1 '  ^^
a.(it-er' ’^')(r <r)“- t
With V -  ^ , the series for becomes
V,L
^l-ar
—  )  ^ s (6)L —^  Tù
Y^ =r O
where the coefficients may be expressed as
' 3- ~ (■') ' (7)t"
Lauwerier (1953) appears to have made an algebraic error in his calculation of yv\^  on p.64 of his paper.The corrected expression is
- Wz[ oL Û-tT> «4) f %H-  ^ VL \Yv\  ^ O^l 5^ o  ^ y. VvvA* oL 1 121 oC — 3y
A4
•isl­
and the coefficients 61 and U are as in (6.1.20)
6 . 5 2  T r a n s i t i o n a l  e x p a n s io n s .
Transitional expansions for and Q  e (valid
when Y rr i ) can be deduced from the corresponding
 ^Tnrexpansion for W  . \ » i.e. (6.31*1)
with ' U ' replacing k , by substitutions
(6.51.2). With the continuation formula (6.5*4) these 
yield a transitional expansion for W  lxl<rv^)
valid when r - I- S , where S is arbitrarily 
small but positive. By (6.5*2) and (6.5*3) we are 
then led to the following transitional expansions;
■k ti r r  3
CO
CO (1)
where
C^ } -- I 11 C~t)î
a.\o TT
4
2 . V
cr^ 4" o <r
4- * e •
■132-
as TT
I M
i c ^ o  o <r
4"
as "Vr
2 . L { ) '
a o u 1
aI t-
(2)
Q£(r,<r) = _ 1 1 ;  '■ 3
X.3
X4. r <r )
II
Aioir
I
o o (T
*
a s  vr
aCt)!
S T
, 4* * ' *’ 0-iT'^ S (T
-
aiDir
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A
I ) I _  ^Ci)f
ss'*' TT^ I aoTT^ (3)
6.53 Transition point.
In the limit o , i.e. at the transition point 
\ , , and (6.52.1) and (6.52.3) reduce to
lirr
I've (T 1 V a (T avoir 0|ooO'
0,o[v,c-} = - ('a ) ! -»■••! ■ (2)I J. I a<ry XI a,Dir='
6.54 Uniform expansions.
The uniform expansion for W\ . (xi ) in the
range o ^ r :< I is furnished by that for V\Lv ^ )f
^ , % 4 tT *i.e. (6.32.2) with k replaced by Vcxf , together
with the continuation formula (6.5*4) and the substitutions
(6.51.2). The Liouville-Green factor can be written
down from (6.1.21). Combining the resulting expansion
-134-
with the definitions (6.5.2) and (6.5.3), we obtain the 
following uniform expansions for Pc, and Q. 'C
lir(T kf C )
^  la. ^ (1)
<r (2)
Here
and
^  = (T ^ r(\-r^Y "4C-jro T (3)
k(x)$>,lo®-) + ^  kY'^) (4)
with
« Sv\
W- \
and
00 SV\
k- b
(5)
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The first few coefficients are
p (^x.) = —!  f A 3- ^  + LL X  —
4.30
Ÿa C^) = sax.^4* 4 31%)/
( 6 a )
C%) = A\o Li S' x - 3 1  %} >4 4-s ^ (6b)
- ----- —  (%3o 1L-X<\^Q X 'floÇSÇ'K -h IfS'O X. 4 (,*^0^m  n s
. , . - Lirwith 'jc  ^ /<\r<r) ^ • In the derivation
of (l) use has been made of the fact that y - <t-') 
is real, as is clear from the integral representations 
for k and k' (.%) given in § 4-5. In the next 
section, these integral representations are used to de­
rive explicit uniform expansions for pe and 
involving * where %  =
Mellin-Barnes integrals. From a computational stand­
point it is, however, more advantageous to express
•136— €
Pe and in terms of tabulated functions. This
can be achieved by combining a continuation formula 
given by Watson (1944, p.80, eqn.18) with the well-known 
relation
(7)
The preceding results can then be re-expressed as follows:
(j'y or) ^
ii
■■t
lov* , (8)
x\’7Q.tU'.r) = _ H l J )
^(3 fir) “‘c-rd.
i itor
(9)
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■* /x;The functions ^ and ^ ^
are extensively tabulated (see, for example, N.B.S. 
1949).
6,55 Mellin-Barnes integrals for Poiseuille functions.
Substituting the Mellin-Barnes integral represent­
ations for k and k (.x) into (6,54.1) and (6.54.2) 
and then separating real and imaginary parts, it is 
found that the uniform expansions for P-e and Q x  
can be written in the forms
T  (T
P^C'T, <r) --
I o <r
-  'Ç
c. +
* 1 C. - uoa C-/^ ) '•
C- -t c  oo
iP(T
5  \ (-/■*■-I)! 1)-
\
<L I-/) ’•
(1)
il
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- 1 
 L l -------------  / T '  ^
i^Tî C. ( i;T  <r) T ( T j
C- — c <!>«»
+  I E  y - ÿ (  y  y  ' .(2)
lO(T / ' \CL —  c
Here ?  = 3, / 4 r > a,iid Ç  ^ and are as
defined in (6.54.5). It will be observed that the 
exponentially decreasing term in (1) contributes only 
to the transitional expansion; this accounts for the 
apparent discrepancy in form between (6.52.1) and
(6.51.4).
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Appendix A. Expansion for (^) when \^ \ » W i  «
The following integral representation for |y  
is given in Buchholz (1953» p.85)
X
(-V-iVA - (- k - M  - I) (
—% c--i'-î>4rt. V
9vvl.V^(«vll ^ v) olv. (Al)
This representation is valid for [ - U î V w - v ^ ) > Û  
and I ^ ^lî , being the modified Bessel
function as defined in § 4.1.
The first few terms of the series for vn W  '
in the limit » can be obtained by replacing
by its Green-type expansion. From %% 4.1- andA. Vw
4.2 it is seen that for large %  and
I /  ^ / \& - %9wJL.V .1^ (^<ÿvJLv) 11  —   --- 4- ^  (A2)
"^•2. wilxV
where lLw\ — I . Substituting (A2) into
(Al), it follows that for j z | ^  1 H  the
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saddle-point lies outside the range of integration. It 
is therefore permissible to integrate term by term, 
taking the main contributions as arising only from 
small values of V . Thus, expanding the integrand 
about the point V - , we derive that
^  \c -t w\ — \ U- W\ - \
Ji / 1 4. Jl_ ^ ) (jLV . (A3)
Î2.V
Completing the integrations and then expanding the result­
ing factorial functions by Stirling’s formula, it fol­
lows that for large
-  .-- A _  /, .
^ i c  t - VK - ) 4*^ V
Hence for and \ç^ negative,
—141~*
^ ^ ^ U A ,  12Lii (A5)
y ~  Uht W\- j^)'. l^ -k-VM-i)'.^  ^
Furthermore, by a known continuation formula (Slater 
(;>. c>. 19 ) ), (A5 ) loeoomeis
V  k  - V .
1
W  l,)„. I
J" \<r^
for positive V
—142—
7. ASYt4PT01IC BXPM3I0H8 OP OOm'lUBNl HYPERGE0I4STHIC 
FUNCTIONS l& (  ^ ^  )_____ FOR LARGE .
7.1 The inte^ro-differential equation.
The confluent hypergeometric or Hummer equation
is
- e, . (1)
(cf. Slater I960, §1.1.1; in the interests of consist­
ent notation, references to long-standing work are 
given throughout to this monograph rather than to orig­
inal papers). In the present chapter we study by 
methods similar to those employed in chapters 4» 5 and
6, asymptotic expansions of a pair of solutions of (l)
for large \c\ . Hummer’s equation is related to
the Whittaker equation (cf. (6.1.1))
= ( i -  1 - ^ (2)
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by the transformations
0L => ^  “V* Wl — U
I i- Z  W\ .
(3) -.i
'ihVi
(4) ■ ;
(5) -1a
The equivalent problem in Whittaker’s notation is there­
fore k and vw both large. Kazarinoff (1957), 
adopting hanger’s methods, bases his calculations on 
(2) but, to facilitate application of our methods,
Hummer’s notation will be adhered to here.
In the limit \'s:\ £x> , the behaviour of the
solutions of (1) is determined by
•2L q ^ o , (6)
two independent solutions of which are A % -e ,
where A and % are arbitrary constants. Let
the solution of (1) that is regular at infinity be 
represented by ^ ^  c_ ^ ^ , and the exponent­
ially large solution by
►144—
Substitution into (1) then shows that satisfies
the differential equation
Under the transformations
Z  - 'Z.  ^ <X J (L 2. ^  ^  ^
(8) goes over into (1). It is therefore, in general, 
only necessary to treat in detail, and attent­
ion is confined to this function.
We introduce a parameter p and rewrite (l) in 
the form
(8)
(9)
( a - C - i - y  .f ^  'A (10)
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This parameter will later be chosen to simplify the 
relation between the expansions for and
If the right-hand side of (10) is neglected, ^
Excluding the region where ts-c 4**p is small, for 
the present, we take this as the leading term in the 
expansion for ^or ^ # This is now seen to be
justifiable, since in this approximation (and with \c\ 
large and \(k\ not large) the term % is indeed 
small compared with the individually large terms —
nearly cancelling --- on the left-hand side of (10)*
It is therefore expedient to write
- — Y.—  . , (11)
/ *-
Substitution into the complete equation, (10) then yields 
the integro-differential equation
V .  1 — !—
OL-z. +4" ------------------- —  V y (12)
^  - a 4- Ç ^
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A suitable subsidiary independent variable, 4 say, 
reducing (12) to polynomial form is
f - C-
l  " ' (15)
The parameter will be chosen such that
remains unaltered under transformations (9). From 
the many possibilities we select = XA. , as this 
choice leads to a considerably simplified integro- 
differential equation, and moreover furnishes a part­
icularly suitable variable for the asymptotic expans­
ions of the general exponential integral function to 
be considered in detail in § 7.6. If furthermore 
we write
t \a — d — ^  (L.  ^ ( ^ 4 )
(12) contracts to
—147—
where the lower limit of integration has been chosen so 
as to lead to easily identifiable solutions, and we 
shall in future write v' for oLv j #
7.2 Green-type expansions.
As in e.g. §^4.2 and 5*3, direct application of 
the method of successive approximations to the integro- 
differential equation (7.1.15) yields a Green-type 
expansion, here in inverse powers of L . The zero- 
order approximation is taken to be ^ 4 , and
later contributions ^  ^  ^^ ) are deter­
mined from the recurrence relation
r %
0
The first few V* are:- .
A l
■•rv
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^%\y I
+  X (_A 4""^ ) ( i^ A- — l'i U. ^  l 'i} ^-V- & Y
Sri L o L
+ lU o (^ «L V
4  D j^s. + H-) (^Cl+S"^ ^ û| A, - 5"! A. "+Li^ ®j^
 ^ X^ «{U(«:+4^)C5rA-4.o<L 4-»D0A.--ll)/Y
+■ aipo J • (2)
Corresponding results for follow by (7.1.9).
It is at this stage convenient to identify the 
solutions. Equations (7.1.11) and (2) show that the 
behaviour of F^  in the limit ^\~=>oo o )
is
:A'
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Thus in Slater’s notation (I960,| 4.1.2),
By (7.1.7) and (7.1.9), the second solution of (7.1.1) 
is then
(4)
= & 2: IX (^4-A , 5. - ^  > '^ ) )
denoted by on p.5 of Slater’s monograph.
7.3 The Mellin transform of V .
The Green-type expansions break down in the trans­
itional’ region z <v t-XcK, . However, the Mellin
transform method used in earlier chapters can be effect-
In Erdelyi et al. (1953-5, ch. IV) this function is denoted by Cp .
(5)
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ively applied to provide expansions for (and
) valid in this region.
Let V\ , the Mellin transform of v , he
defined by
Substitution into (7.1.15) leads to the difference 
equation
i1 ' a-
V  + f  ex. + i )  M  (yk + â  j  , ( 2 )
which has been written in a form suitable for solving 
by iteration. The zero-order approximation to 
satisfies
(3)
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a solution of which is
(/') = -V! (4)
If now a function is defined by
= ^(/^) / (5)
successive contributions are given by the sum-equation
where the summation operator ^  is as defined in 
e.g. Norlund (1923, ch.Til). Agreement with the multi­
plying factor in the Green-type expansion for V is
achieved by taking = \Ck * t
Equations (6) and (5) then yield
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"*■ ^ zjj*. 4.£^a.-i5A- + sr A-
(kao
[lov.-çjyu.'
i'â[x'^ 0 (k^-Y^S Ol 4n^ )y4A.4 a.'70<X -?>I0 ou" ^ L^SPc ~I3% j (7)
where the duplication formula for factorial functions 
has been used.
7.4 Transitional expansions.
Combination of (7.3.1) and (7.3.7) leads to a 
transitional expansion for V if the contour of 
integration, chosen such that it separates the poles of 
Xju<. -V (k - \ ^  Î from those of the factorials
in square brackets in (7.3.7), ^  ! , (jLL - ! ,
etc., is closed in a clockwise direction. The contrib­
uting poles are those of A.jix 4^ ci - 4 ^  ! at
, where k ^  o, 
uation of the residues at these poles^ yields:-
Bval^
■** The Green-type expansion (7*2.2) is regained on clos­ing the contour of integration specified above in an anti-clockwise direction, and evaluating the residues 
at the enclosed poles, i.e. at 1^ := - h , etc., where o, .... ^
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CL~I
V % A
X - o kl
j Rk+cv-dj j !
4*CL-<
l<»h o
4- (oqo ol^  -U%o (k ' j 1 (1)
7.41 Transition point.
The expansion for iLC^; precisely at the
transition point “z - is, by (7*1.11),
(7.2.4) and (7.4*1),
LIT A.1 
X (a-.;! ! it'"-»']
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 ^ 0 OL "A ^11 A. — j I *f" • •%4 0 (1)
Corresponding results for follow
directly from (7*2.5), (7*4*1) and (l).
7*5 Uniform expansions.
In the present section, the inverse Mellin trans­
forms of the terms in (7*5*7) are expressed as a series 
involving a subsidiary function and its first derivat­
ive, thus yielding an expansion for V uniformly 
valid with respect to z .
Following §§ 4*5, 5*6 and 6.5, we select the sub­
sidiary function from solutions of (7*1*15) for very 
large values of As indicated by (7*2.2),
such a function necessarily involves (L as a para­
meter. (As shown in the appendix,, derivation of the 
dominant term of z.) near the transit-
ion point leads to the same conclusion. ) Retaining
3Lonly the -terms in on the right-hand side of
(7.1.15), and introducing a new independent variable 
/I , we obtain the following subsidiary
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function’*' :
i( (x) - X i> ^ ) (1)
essentially a parabolic cylinder function of order 1%. 
(Slater, § 5.7). This choice has the merit that the 
inverse Mellin transform of the leading term in (7.3.7) 
is just Kj^ (^ x) , as is clear from the discussion lead­
ing up to (7.3.4), or from Slater,$ 3.3.1. Calculat­
ion of the inverse Mellin transforms of the second and 
fourth quantities in (7.3.7) is simplified if these are 
brought into the form 3(L , where P(/^) is a poly-
r-nomial in u , and A  an integral operator suchthat
A f  (/>)
axl
CL i. àff
•i* Alternatives are obtained by retaining or adding termsof lower degree in \  on the right-hand side of (1.11).With D = - (At) •■«('* , examples are the Lommel funct-
Watson (1944, f 10.71), andthe combination of general sine and cosine integrals oforder a denoted by 0.^0) in Dingle (1955b). Noneof these are as extensively tabulated as iLfcU, ij, l/x,) however. x *» i ; < /
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In this notation it follows hy a well-known property of 
Mellin transforms that
■1 !
A  W  -= A  ( ;
X "  Uj u ;  -- _ A
S If
 ^ A  4r 5;} z) >
(5)
y
It is now a straight-forward algebraic routine to express 
the Mellin inverses of the terms in question as a series 
involving and its derivatives. The third term
in (7.5.7) may be handled similarly: a suitable integ­
ral operator to choose, say, is defined by
»
ATI
+ 1 0-~l (4)
Second and later derivatives of are
related to L. (x) and (.xj by the different-
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ial equation
H
(x) + W(xA . (5)
■ Using the above aids and (5)» we obtain after a 
lengthy calculation that
V- X<Ln o
k
(a .,  k.)
(6)
where the first few ^  ^ and K| ^  are 
^  (^ a, “ 2-<x -4 J)
^  Ck-+f \ % X .
S  r A , x )  =----- --------------U j a - o a . - t c j o c c - v 4 - A 7 x - ( , q ') X '
a ' -  U - ^ d o  I ^
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+ (.too -Aloft.- X\)x^ 4- (xlo ft. -»■ Ço ) X + H-o I (7a)
^ 0 ~ C - I ) 4-1 )
V),(a,x) = -;k I - 3 0 X 4 3 ) % ' ' (_tpoft.-a))Ct % ) )
Hj^(ft,x)= • "—  I (3AO 310 (J-Al3 X  t %T%X.-(.())X.
4/1-^ A d  (L - 55 5 a.-i-tc))x +  ( n q o  X  44.100^- \%))<X
4-(t^o Ol 4aa-o) X  4 to j . (7b)
Corresponding results for H  follow
on transforming (6) according to L —  \d , x-4> —  x. 
and ' (X. *-4> I - a. *
7 • 51 Tabulation of W  and (<(L,
For purposes of computation it is best to express 
o^L^ ) la terms of the more comprehensively tabulated 
function  ^F ^ . By Slater, § 1.3,
1 ^ ^ ._lCL4-i(r k)!
+  ---------  X  ,F, i )  ■
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Differentiation of (1) with respect to x , together 
with relations given in Slater, § 2.1, yield
i- (2^-1) ,F, i')
Tabulated values of the function y JT>^)
for V “ ^ ^  required in (8) and (9) may be
extracted from the following:
British Association (1926) to 6-7 figures for Y  =
1 1 t i ) + >'^= ^ Lo-0 '
British Association (1927) to 6 figures for y  =l£>^a) 
o^ = ~ 0(o»ox}o*oî>^0*lS{dH)o»<îJS’^ 1 • I (^ 0*3.) 1*^ .
MacDonald (1949) to 6 figures for ^ 3. ^
0^  - 0 • d o / j 0 ‘ d I , t3.0 5 ^ D- 3S, O' ;
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National Bureau of Standards (1949) to 7 figures 
for Y - & ) 0^  - \ 5^ 0)^00 5. ) z - o(^ OmO\)\*
jxushton and Lang (1954) to 7 figures for y = k L D  
^1 ^ 1)14! and a range of integer and half-integer values 
of up to 40 or 50, 21 - o • eg. [ o * OA (o-\) \ (^1 ) \0
(lo) So, too, p.0 0 .
Slater (I960) to 8-9 figures for 0*1(0 
0L= -I'O (0 4 ) I'O ) % = O' I (O' () (O' o .
7.6 The general exponential integral.
For (?') ^ o the general exponential integral
Ecp(z) is defined hy (Placzek 1946, Busbridge 1950)
\
X- 00f —2 LL __ jp
E i^ (z )  = \  jg. U. cLul. (1 )
The relation between. (%.) and is
(Slater,§ 5*6)
ll (2)
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The Green-type expansion for may be
derived from (2) and (7.2.2), or directly from (7.2.1). 
With Ol - \ and
•35- 4- p (3)
either approach yields
— ■2,
“35. 4 ’P
4-
r
^ V o S  o4^-2-loo<. 4-liO ot-XH-) (
The transitional expansion valid when r/-^ is, 
by (7.4.1) and (2),
-% / \ -e- -
> *5 / *' a ...y (r^ ) L £à \
^  h'. P ^ a^~i) '•
^ § I" $ )  4-
h i  p) §r)(3'*+4-+ " (5)
"** Expansions essentially equivalent to this result have been given by Blanch (1946) and Dingle (1955a, eqn.ll).
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Precisely at the transition point we have for
i9L 1% (6)
Combination of (7.5.6), (7.5.7a), (7.5.7b) and (2) 
yields the uniform expansion
'Z. Ac Ÿ V » (,5b) ( l-V 3 P V\ = û
Oo V\
i w ( 7 )
where the first few terms are
&J.(-X) = .L_ /\a. - 3(oC| - 33 0 X -  H^o) ; (8a)
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he) = - —  (^ a.1 +  3% X  + %) ,
= - Z L _  Aij, x ' ^ -  °l2t - a m - %  x ^ - ^ t o x  - % o \  . (8b)k-SXo ^
ïhe; aubeidiary function l<x(x) is expressible in 
terms of extensively tabulated functions, for by e.g. ' ÿ
Brdelyi et al. (1953-5, Ç 6.9.2)
\ JL\ / \ "'■a* ^  i \ (9)***k,(x)= A X  (x .
/(
Moreover, by (9) and relations given in Brde^lyi §’^ 9.9 
and 9.2,
-, = t L,(x) + . (10)
Numerous tables exist for the function and closely related quantities; perhaps the most con­venient for the present purpose are those of Burgess (1898), Bosser (1947, 1948) and Karpov (complex plane, 
1954).
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Ihus with the aid of (10), (7) may be re-written in 
the following simpler form:
V\ => to
where for the first few terms
to = '»
t\ ~ %" (^ 3 %- + A.) ,
ti - -L. ( 1 +
t )  (_)(-) = — ---- f  1 3 5  -V- 3 3 % o x ? o - | k  X? + i'8oox+ito).X  S o . ^(12)
\ -*165““
7.7 Appendix. Behaviour of [kl^cK y a ' near a 
transition point, startin^ g; from its inteCTal
representation.
The integral representation of (X 'sl) for
(^0 '^) > o  and >  o is (of. Slater I960,
(3.1.19))
oo
( «-Zl . ÜL-I
Ü
Considering' \e\ large and grouping the fast-varying 
terms together in the exponent, we rewrite (l) as
«0 (2)
. _ -2.-b +  ( t - ( X _ - |  U -  «L - I
-t (l-t) d i ,
°
where ^  is an as yet arbitrary parameter. The
stationary point of the exponent at
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/
lies outside the integration interval when -l)<o ^
and inside when (L. 5 ;X...  ^ < o f while for the
transition point value * e it lies exactly
at t »o • We are interested here in the behaviour 
of near z.-c-'/v and therefore the
main contribution to the value of the integral will 
come from small values of t . Expanding the terms 
in (2), taking = a ou and L - c. - t we
obtain
=  — - —  ^
^ ' I I -V (a-l)t 4- '" I . (4)
In the region of interest, the quadratic term in t 
in the exponent of (4) is comparable in magnitude to 
the term linear in , and must thus be taken into
account, even to the zero-order approximation, while the. 
third term is 0 {t ) and may in this approximation be
■
-— :----i—  ---- :— :--- L_
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neglected. Hear = Q.-XCk. » therefore,
£>0
X
( V - v ) '
Moreover, by Miller (1955, (4.13)), the function 
IX ( A - i ; ^ ) has the integral representation
(for > O )
C O
.X f . a
■ J
o
which with u a [ ■z . - l )  I and S = -b
becomes
. ^ /u- w
■  U i  ) ^ ^
(6)
C ^ - 0
X \ ^  4; (Xt, (7)
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Hence with %= aVo |(x-W)^ as in § 7.5, and the relat­
ion (cf. Miller 1955, p.73)
= 3. e  U. a > ) ) (8)
( 5 ) shows that for z. ^  c - 2. cx.
\X[tK,C,^) ^  — i  ?C ) (9)
è - v " -  ■
thus substantiating a remark made in connection with
( 7 .5 .1 ) .
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8 . A SYieiO ïIO  EXPAH3I0MS Qi’ THE iVIAl’fiIBU gUHCTIONS
k  ) a HD k )  gO A LiVRGB k  .
8.1 Genesis of Mathieu*s differential equation.
One way of obtaining Mathieu*s differential equat­
ion is by separating the wave equation
o (X)
in elliptic cylinder co-ordinates. . The relations 
between the elliptic cylinder co-ordinates ^ , v\
and z and the Cartesian co-ordinates ^  
and z are
= t
(2)
Here, <2 C is the interfocal distance, and ^  and 
/j are restricted to the ranges
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Y* ( 3 ):< *9 j  -IT 3 6  I T .
The wave equation (1) can be separated in elliptic 
cylinder co-ordinates by assuming solutions of the 
form
+  - (4)
Substitution of (4) into (1) yields the following equat­
ions:
^  = « ,  (5a)
d^Y^-
A.^Z
cL
+ (^ X - 5. Iv (L^ R  = 6 , (5b)
= o  (5c)
where X is the separation constant and we have put 
ak = \Z(Z /x • The equation for B  is
known as Mathieu's equation. Since (5a) follows
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from (5b) by the transformation K] % ±  ^^  > the
equation fox* A  is nowadays usually referred to as 
the modified Mathieu equation (of. Jeffreys 1924 -,
N.B.S. 1964, ch.20) in analogy with the relation between 
the Bessel and the modified Bessel equations. The 
designation Mathieu functions is generally reserved for 
those solutions of (5b) which have periodicity If or 
XIT . As we shall see in subsequent sections, 
such functions satisfy (5b) only for certain values of 
X , termed eigenvalues, which depend on k and 
on the order of the functions.
8.2 Brief survey of earlier work» and applications of 
Mathieu*s equation to problems in physics
and engineering;.
Mathieu*s equation and its solutions were first 
studied by Mathieu (1868) in connexion with the deter­
mination of the natural frequencies for a stretched 
membrane of elliptical shape. As the eccentricity 
of the elliptic boundary tends to zero, the problem 
becomes essentially that of solving Bessel*s equation.
It is thus to be expected that there exists a close
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relationship between Mathieu and Bessel functions. In 
fact, Heine (1878) showed that one set of periodic sol­
utions of (8.1.5b) could be expanded in a series of Bes­
sel functions. Since those early days, iviathieu's equat­
ion has found application in a diversity of mathematical 
and physical problems.
From the mathematical point of view, the Mathieu 
equation is of considerable importance as the simplest 
representative of a host of differential equations with 
one or more periodic coefficients. These include, for 
instance, prolate and oblate spheroidal wave equations 
and Lame*s equation. To quote Professor Brdelyi in 
his foreword to the National Bureau of Standards tables 
(1951) : '* Among all the special functions arising
out of the separation of the partial differential equat­
ions of mathematical physics in various systems of co­
ordinates, Mathieu functions are the first to lead def­
initely outside the circle of hypergeometric and allied 
functions; hence the difficulties encountered in their 
theory and nuraerical computation alike, and hence the 
necessity of using new methods.”
In physical applications, lXIathieu*s differential
•175-
equation arises essentially in one of two ways:
i) separation of the wave equation for a 
three-dimensional problem with elliptic cylindrical 
symmetry , or for a two-dimensional problem with 
elliptical, symmetry; and
ii) study of one-dimensional problems involv­
ing periodically varying parameter(s). The following
may be cited as examples of the first category: diffract­
ion of electromagnetic waves by an elliptical cylinder 
(Sieger 1908), electromagnetic waves in metal cylinders 
of elliptic cross-section (Chu 1938), elliptic antennae 
(Schelkunoff 1952), free oscillations of water in ellipt­
ical lakes (Jeffreys 1924), stability of columns and 
strings under periodically varying forces (Lubkin and 
Stoker 1943), aerofoil in a windtunnel of elliptic 
section (Rosenhead 1933), motion of elliptic cylinders 
through viscous liquid (Harrison 1924), vibration of 
elliptic cylinder in viscous fluid (Ray 1936), steady 
flow of viscous fluid past an elliptic cylinder (Tomot-
ika and Aoi 1953), skin effect in cylindrical conduct-
+ors (Strutt 1928), wave mechanical theory of the 
ion (Teller 1930, Hylleraas 1931, Johnson 1941), thermo­
dynamic functions for molecules having restricted
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internal rotations (Pitzer 1937, Li and Pitzer 1956), 
restricted rotations of molecules and tunnelling through 
periodic barriers (Das 1957, Stejskal and Gutowski 1958). 
Some problems belonging to the second class are; stab­
ility of periodic motion (Thomson 1892a,b), maintenance 
of vibrations (Raman 1912), frequency modulation (Carson 
1922,. Barrow 1934, Brdelyi 1934, Barrow, Smith and Bau­
mann 1936), stability of non-linear oscillators (McLach- 
lan 1951), the physical pendulum in wave mechanics (Con­
don 1928).
Several treatises on the theory and application of 
Mathieu functions have been published, The monograph 
by Strutt (1932) is useful for its extensive biblio­
graphy of papers published prior to 1932. In his book 
on the theory and application of Mathieu functions, 
McLachlan (1947) has sacrificed some mathematical rigour 
to produce a reference work which covers in useful det­
ail the applied mathematics, physics and engineering 
aspects of Mathieu functions. An extensive bibliography 
is given in addition to many new results. The book by 
Meixner and Schafke (1954): *Mathieusche Funktionen und
Spharoidfunktionen*, deals with the subject from a more
-175-
analytical standpoint. There are also long chapters 
on Mathieu functions in volume III of the Bateman manu­
script * Higher transcendental functions * prepared by 
Erdalyi and others (1955) * In addition, i'lathieu funct­
ions are studied extensively in such texts as; *A course 
in modern analysis* by Whittaker and Watson (1927) and 
'Methods of theoretical physics' by Morse and Feshbach 
(1953). Some early tables on Mathieu functions, and 
their characteristic numbers, were published by Goldstein 
(1927), but the most extensive tables available for a 
long time were those of Ince (1932), which also include 
values of the zeros and turning points. More recent 
tables giving Fourier coefficients of Mathieu functions 
and their characteristic numbers are those of Stratton, 
Morse, Ghu and Hutner (1941), and the National Bureau 
of Standards (1951; these tables also give joining fact­
ors relating to the various solutions of Mathieu*s equat­
ion). In the Introduction to the latter work, Dr.G.Blanch 
gives an excellent account of the more practical aspects 
of the theory of Mathieu functions.
8.3 The inte^ro-differential equation.-
Let the Mathieu equation be written
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Èbk-. , ^ - n - < 2  2.ir), (1)
/
where is large and positive and X represents
the characteristic numbers. The form of the asymptot- 
ic expansion for \ when £ is large is well- 
known (cf. e.g. Ince 1926, 1927; Goldstein 1927;
Dingle and Muller 1962), and for later convenience we 
write
oo
‘ X /
zlv 4r ^ --------- > (2)
* j "  (-‘b y
where w> is approximately an odd integer, and ol ««
are coefficients depending only on m  • (We will 
show that (x^  X o , so that the third term in (2) 
does in fact constitute the term of O  ^ in the 
expansion for X .)
By (2), when is large the leading terms on
the right-hand side of (1) are  ^ L ,
in which the first is predominant except where “fir l"q" 
Excluding this region for the present, we obtain as
«
- m
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zero-order approximations to a pair of independent 
solutions (of. § 3.2)
ri
i \ m oUz (3)
noting that (1) is even in z. , we are led to write 
a pair of solutions as
(4)
1 \ 4r z. \ *^
1 '25-
vn V(.z), (5)
where V s  (4 0 flT J • Henceforth it is there- 
fore only necessary to consider one of these solutions, 
say, in detail.
Substitution of (5) into (1) leads to the follow­
ing integro-differential equation for V 6^) :
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Lvl V = —  ^  +  J î l_  V
"z cLz_
Oo, f  Uvvi-3)(w.-ij<^  ^ , / I (w«X»^ +i)■V --- jb -11—   +(loS __L,— +■-------------- —
"=* J ( (\-wS^ J
(6)
which can he reduced to polynomial form by the intro­
duction of the new independent variable
a ^ ----- -----  . (7)
V \ ^  TZL
vath X expressed as in (2), the integro-different­
ial equation for becomes
%
-I
-d—  \ ,(d 4vv»-'3}(vw-|) 4" iU ^ ^  4r  ^ i ^ ^i . < u /  ‘ i (8)
where the prime signifies differentiation with respect 
to %  .
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An expansion for V in inverse powers of W 
follows on solving (8) by the method of successive 
approximations. If is the tth-order term in
this expansion, the next higher order term v 
satisfies the recurrence relation:
t w v .  =  V1/4-% V L
4r L.!<o
V. V cXd . (9)
To obtain the simplest possible expansion for v f the
lower limits of integration'in (9) will be chosen such
that no constants appear in v ♦ With V = % »t :# 0 o
(9) then yields
V -r 
\
a 1( ^  -V 3»  ^I jm  -V 0| ^  ^ w i -  3 ^  -  \ )  —  V•V
V
ft. ^ JL/v. ft . (10)
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Periodicity and uniqueness of the solutions prescribe 
that there must be no logarithmic terms in V (cf.
Ince 1926, Goldstein 1927), so that 6L = o • As
will become apparent, a general coefficient ol .
K. —  \
in the expansions for the characteristic numbers is 
determined concurrently with the contribution in
the.expansions for the functions themselves. 
Substitution for into (9) yields
-1 4^  1 ) {^  Vv\ -V 3 ) VW 4- S' ^ (j/A 4 *1 ) ^  
3a (^ Wv-V\) (^Vw4-5.)(^W\43) ^
- Ba (^ vn-\) ( w^i“ aj (^wv3)
ÛL w \ ( Vvt A 'i>)  ^ ( l i b )I
4- — IJ - Sr)  ^JL i , (11a)
where the condition on the coefficient of the logarith­
mic term is satisfied for
-181'
Similarly
f 3(^+9 bw»+l) (^ Vn+s) -t-“)j ^ Vn + ‘^)(lM+ u) ft
+  ^Vw+i)^Vw +3) ^Vn + S')(^''l't'")J ^
4- 3 [vwti) (vH+5) (vv)'*' - % im^ 4- lib + A-| 9| 1 M+-32.73)4 
-  3 (^ Vvi ->)C*''''T^) -VÎi Vn -^V-72(oW\^— 2.7 2 M 4-3273)_l_
V
+ “lb  (vw-\)(,VH-3)^ (,1»a-S-)(_Vh - i )_ L .
-  ( .K -0 (.Vvi-3) S-) (.Ma--i)[wv-c^)( V H -u )-i- | . (12a) 9
•
and
  L-. /  svv\ -v-^H wv + . (12b) I2 '° I
The transformation —$> — z is by (7) equival­
ent to  ^  ^%  > which in (8) corresponds to
^  , \x) ---^  - W  ) , Accordingly,
the second solution.
for
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Vb-x) = V (0|^  U) . (13)
The successive contributions to V form a rapidly 
decreasing sequence provided
\ % \  •
(14)
The expansions break down when (y is either very large 
or very small, i.e. when \^ \ zfb Lir . In form^the 
above expansions correspond closely to those derived 
in § 2 of Dingle and Muller (1962) by a perturbation 
technique.
8.4 The Mellin transform of V
To obtain expansions of less restricted validity 
than those of the previous section, (8.3*8) will now 
be solved by the Mellin transform technique.
The Mathieu functions for real z are all real, 
but for convenience we carry the calculations through 
for a general solution of (8.3*8), V  say, of which 
V is the real part. Let M  , the Mellin 
transform of V , be defined by
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C. + V (W
j  ' V  % L/
O.- Co.
Substitution for \/ into (8.3*8) yields the difference 
equation
«k
which has been written in a form suitable for solving 
by successive approximations.
With 00 we obtain the zero-order approx­
imation
^ 0  W = 6 ^ - 9  " ir) A ^  )• • (5)
If now a function w\ is defined by
tA (_9 = n.t;-) H/*) '
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successive contributions to M  are given by the 
sum- e qua t ion
W = ~  Ç (a/v-vv.; m.
4-
/
•Î , . 1
(A- y )  T ' )  ^ u_,^, (5)
/ \**- \ c-*! V./ ^(^w) O  ,
where the summation operator ^  is as defined in 
e.g. îîorlund (1925» ch.III). The initial constant
term and the summation constants will be chosen
so as to achieve agreement with the expansion for 
given in ^ 8.5# Therefore is taken equal to
, Equation (5) then yields
Vv\, [/^ ) -- —    — \ Y
(6)
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where ~ ! • Retention of -i)
in Vvv^ ^^ j would lead to double and higher-order poles 
in , and consequently to logarithmic terms in
expansions of the type derived in f 8,5* As we have 
already remarked, such terms violate the periodicity 
and uniqueness conditions for Mathieu functions. Accord­
ingly OL^ = o , as in f 8.3. Continuing the iteration, 
and again setting the coefficient of ^  ^ ^ 0  equal to 
zero, we obtain
Wv ( r ) ~
( ^ Vv\ *V “V
I ^
3) + [tH-O _ J K
l(o
(7)
with (L m y > as in (8.3.11b).
Calculation of the third-order ^ term yields (x. as•L
in (8.3.12b). Thus by (4)» to ^
n[;.) =
/* VV\ — t ( lAA)’
VM-3\ 1 I
’ It-')'
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t
^ u.^  _ &(_kw + l) /C -t 4- (w^4- 5-W* 4-
W v ^ -(■ i L  V A  +  \ v )  J A * .!
^Vn — (j yW- (_y*'"‘^ )! ^
4- Î
- 4 / 3
l3.Sy>^ -  3 & 4  ( _ M 4  3)y&. -t-ia.i(^3.m 4 a \ V M - t 3 > W
-32.(^lvva -v^ o‘\VA 4aa.H-w\4a\3)/i-
'""C
4 - L ^ &  Vv\ 4 -  4 - 3 & L  W \ 4. w \  4 - ( o o M ^ y ^
Vv\ •« Vy\  4* 4  W \^  4 r 3 3 % 4  Vv\ 4r 5 ^ % 4  ^  VV\ J ^  *
e
•n
^ Wv-3) J * - -¥ O i ^  ) (8)
8.5 Expansions for Izl V
The separation constant c in the Mellin-Barnes 
V  is chosen such that the line fromintegrals for
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d. - ô 0» to <L -f V separates the poles of .
from the poles of the factorial functions in square 
brackets in (8.4.8). vJhen the contour of integration 
is closed in an anti-clockwise sense, calculation of 
the residues at the enclosed poles leads to the expans­
ions already derived in ? 8.5.
' When the contour is closed in a clockwise sense, 
calculation of the residues at the enclosed poles yields 
expansions which are valid in the region where the ex­
pansions of f 8.5 break down (i.e. for |z | dh: ^ IT ). 
Since v =  R€.(V) # (8.4.1) and (8.4.8) yield
v C Tî) =
ŸK
A
»Si a 1 K
11 [vv\ ^ Vvv^I O tvv - I  ^lf\
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•V w wv-\s) n
-V V v\^  M  _  P -4 -M - m  -  \ u )
+ ;i (w>-ACw.-.)'' iê^±J2LlO
(,av> + W 1-3)
1
.2“ C  I
Lq v\^ - h^+ iU (ivv»%a(ow^4^ 331 )h
/ 1 Z V4- 31 L'l - 11 ^  - 5LT() WI - H-H-I ;
— H* (j3 vv\*^ !• 2^ 1 ^  L 5^If vv\^ — 3iSo m  ~ 4-4-1'^ ) h ^
-4 (33VV\^- 3%y -f K.^  m  4ri<^3l) ^
- [\S vv\^ -  loL V^^4* ^ 4-5 ^"^4" 4*^310 4" 10 S^ L* 'M ^ jtlS'ovn ^4*43)
1 (M-a) j" 4 0  [k )
{xv\ '
. (1)
The e x p a n s io n  f o r  [%.) p r e c i s e l y  a t  ^  ^ J)
i s  by  ( 8 . 5 . 5 ) ,  ( 8 . 5 . 7 ) an d  ( 1 ) ,
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iTs) = -
I
a
1
ak
\ - 31^4,) ^ _2
L
a a. \ 3A L
/  ^ S' 4-M 5 V H  -  %0") l/y, t  S' S' I W\ 4- ( f% )  O m
4 - l O Ç - C t V M  4 - U  A l l  yvv 4 . 13 1 ^
+ o i l - ' ) ] (2)
It is clear from (8.4.I) that \J[ \ is a real
function, so that the expansion for 4 (%) valid near 
2 •= ^TT is, by (8 .3.13) and (l).
1 t ) =.
A, iW S'A-.z.i + t )
if**"')/ Vn+I
«A3
K ) ! ( j fH »• o
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A
j iLk'^  + to vn -I °|) a.\A
/ 3 X& L3w\ -V Wv - u W\ -tIS") K
4- [ w \ ^  4  1 4-if WI “  n  1 ')
(xvk - ^  - 3>^  *
 ^  ^ Lq. t ( ^  1 (^ VM *5'^  V\^ "V ( L ^ 1 M  - ilL W  4-31%^  V%a.2. , 3I'l L
33lCi ^  "t P"1 wi^ Vv\ 4-If H-1 ) V\
if (_3 vvi — (aVvi -...(oSH'Vv^ 4" 3i9»o Vn —- tf V\
4if (^ 33 VH^4-3\S 0| 4" W\ K
1 (js Vw^  4-%oL 94-S UV\^ - ifüo W\^  -fio W\ - Ul^TO vn 4* if 143)
3[wx-f3)\vv.+,)\M+z) I 4- o ( k ' ‘")
h — w\ - 3^
—1.91'
In particular,
a. •jd.^  ( '^4-1 \ I
Y / ■
1 + iC ^ li) 
a? L
S' 3 a.^ HVm + ififVH ^ ^ -f;cL w-iii
/ L 5* 413 Wv 4- ac>i M  t S’S*! W\ - ifaio w\
*- \4- lo 5b  I Vvi — u  i L  \ Wn -t 4-1 3 7  )
-b ocw'*')!. (4)
The case z -dir •. 1 if need not he considered sep­
arately, since (8.3.4-5) imply that
W  ) j. i'^)= W  ' .
These new expansions have comparable validity to 
those given by Meixner (1943) and Sips (1949) in terms 
of parabolic cylinder functions, and by Dingle and 
Muller (1962) in terms of Hermite functions’^, but they
*** There is a notational inconsistency in § 5 of the latter reference, in that is used to representfirst a complex function and subsequently its real part This could have been avoided if CC*-) had been defined as the real part of the function on the right of (46).
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have the important advantage of involving only element­
ary functions (cf. ^ 8.71).
8.6 Uniform expansions.
The expansions given in 8.5 and 8.5 between 
them cover practically the whole range of 2 . The
uniform expansion, including these expansions as special 
cases, is obtained by expressing the Mellin-Barnes int­
egrals of (8.4.1) in terms of a ’flexible' subsidiary 
function and its first derivative. As indicated in 
e.g. §1 4.5 and 5.6, a suitable function, U^Cx.)say, 
is defined by the inverse Mellin transform of the first 
term in (8.4.8). Considering only real functions we 
therefore choose
(1)
>
where K= - ^  , and stands for 'real part*.
This function is closely related to the subsidiary 
function selected in ^ 7.5 , in that it is essent-
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ially a Weber parabolic cylinder function.
Application of techniques given in e.g. § 4.5 en­
ables the remaining Mellin-Barnes integrals of (8.4.1) 
to be expressed in terms of V ^ Cx) and its derivatives. 
Second and later derivatives are related to and
l<w^ (^ x) by the differential equations
L "  ( »  .  - U J t x )  /  î i ï  *  - L  \ L  w .
V iX. Tà
I t,
(L L AX.'
L '''ix) -- - L '(x) 1 +Vv\  ^ '  w\ X /  j ———-— ------------- ——~
fL X*
l t . w . 4  5 - ] )  3(^n+V I I ...   "t   »    ' ' r
(■(vi+3)(hi + i71 \ j 3(W)^ +aoMi + q5.) W+IO , J_  W  )   •+    /II I Itx?' ^
—194*
^  (^x) - [x) \ 4*0 vn 4- ÊT STtf Vvt 4  3 O "î>0 vyj 4-S’5^4)
*)- S [ VM 4  3 o vvi +• 9.'! 5 /h% +  ~| ? o  )
tU X®
4" 9 \ (^ Vw + 9 0 Vw ■+• I )
lU x"*
X x:%
4- (vv\t3) ( W\ -Vi j \ 3Cvv^ 4^lfl3.Vn41S'Qo
tu
" f  S  - f  ^ V f  vv\ 4  I 37  )
I x1 %
V* f ^l<^ ~ ^   ^3 (m ' 4  (aoVyy 4 1350 Vv\ 4  ( 4 ^ 40^  4 LL o%c^ vn4 t 0%1
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x'“
4- ~l ( W\^ 4- 3 (oW>^  4 M-o\ Vn 4- I ^ srl, )
& x''
°l +  J L I + H +  U 3 )  S f i ^  -t-iSL) J;
a x ‘' x‘“
T L V'^4^)Cw+l ) ^  
!(.
<. J S (.Vn'^ 4- sL W.' 4 ll3o Vvx^ 4 M  -t- 9.C)5Sq)
4- S (^ Wi 4- 49 4- 5 (= 3 Vw 4-13 4-)
1 U X 4
4- 9-1 ^  vw^ 4 9% Wv 4  1 ?>'])
4- 9 ( M  +14) ^ J _  V > (2)
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wiiere primes denote differentiations with respect to 
^ .
The uniform expansion for V then takes the
form
oo ^  .
K«C> (%k) 4v“ o (%\v)
The first few coefficients are calculated to be
^  O -  * J
h r: __
¥a
j
2
1 (:) f Vv\^ 4*Uvv\"'SVV\4r^) i L—— V— -------------— —  4"  --
(^ W\ 4- 9  (  3 )  X
(3)
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a
3-a.
 ^Vvi 4*l)(^ Vvi*V3)
i>5LLfVn^  — ^S-OVn — I 0<^ io Wi — I ^ tS")
**° i h  kw''- VK -1%) - ^  C, (a»~O0*>-S.i)C'm-y)
x ( 4* I ^ (_ Vn 4" 3^
4- /  Vvi 4- (p. M  4 -3 ^  4- /  Vh -  4*^
>V^  V <V  ^ ^ X (4a)
k  = / 3 Vv) — Wn "t“3Vvi —If) X  — 9 (ji “t Vvi -i- 3 ^
8, ( wvi -  4-  ^ I Lw  4- — ' r }
X, %r
“ —--------------  I  3 U VVI loLf ( o(o Vn  -- 3L2 W i ^  *f I Y77
3'P.\o
AS. 1 5  Vn'^AcjloWi 4- lS "o  Vv\
i -  2 ^1. /  - 7  kM •+ a.4- 4- S’S'UlA. - f  3 (a^
X  ^
4 522 f  4 / kn-ia.)
^ x' '-
5~ia.
x'^
(4b)
..-i
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The uniform expansion for is obtained by
combining (8.5.5) and (5). The corresponding expans­
ion for J W  follows from a combination of (8.5*4), 
(8.5*13) and (5); in this case R-e in (l) is, of 
course, redundant.
Allowing for the slight difference between the 
definitions of and , values for may
be obtained with the aid of expressions and the list 
of tables given in ^7*51*
8.7 The (special case of Mathieu functions of inte^ Ecer
order.
In customary notation tt represents an even,
and Se (%.) an odd Mathieu function. Thus, since
Se-C'^)
where the normalization factor N  remains to be deter­
mined. The Mathieu functions of integer order and
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period TT or 9.TT satisfy the conditions (cf. Brd- 
elyi et al. 1955, ^ 16.4)
UL
Sx o.
à
&%
O l
^  SUL Cz)
period ^
period K
o period T  ^
o J period aT,
% »-  VIT
■
(2)
where  ^ is an odd integer. Combination of (2) 
with the expansions for ^ ^ [ z f!3r ^TT ) and
[ z -z£h ^ It ) of ^ 8.5 leads to the follow­
ing expansion for VU- , also obtained by Dingle
and Muller (1962;;
The symmetry in ^  of the expansions of f 8.3 ensures that the conditions for <-e, and at-2. = o are already complied with.
VWr IHû = T 11 I)
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— 4- iv
\ _  iC'^o + l )
A
+- —--. / *\ - l{-0 Mg t »& - l3<o Vm. 4 4 )
- — !—  / û| _ \ xo m j  4* 4-^ 7 - s rx l
c ^
A 33 o"| - Ao% VH^ t  l 0^ 7^  + C?(^lr^)| , (3)
with the upper sign for cc or cu , and the lowerM
sign for Sk. or to,^ I '^ o
Both Goldstein (1927) and Ince (1932) adopt the 
normalizations
dJL
Si- (4)
TT
except that Goldstein sets the particular normalization 
integral for equal to S-lt . Ince * s normaliz­
ations yield an expansion for N which is just that
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for M \Tà. given by (85) in Dingle and Muller (1962). 
Thus
m
I _ 3 ç W  + 1 )
a" L
4  /  7  .* %o Vw xC>
5'" W
a w\ -  J
/ C >  5  */ 3 Vvv — 11 L> A t 0 If ^ A I % 7 ^
All 0[C>1 Vw^ 4 3 X wv 4- A 2.7 S )
0  ( k ' 7 (5)
In N.B.S. (1951) the Mathieu function is normal­
ized by fixing its value, or that, of its derivative.
at the point z  := o 
the solutions are
In the notation of these tables
H
W  - / » (6a,b)
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where s - Lj, k , ^ integral. The normalizing
conditions are
S t? 1 , ) A. So^[S,z)( =\.  (7)&
Calculation with the aid of the expansions of f 8.3 
yields
~ ^ -JL, / -t* ai4- w \ a^  i<\7)
A
I 5 3 I L  ^ïvw -v-^OjSvM +  S-i4^Sw\) + 0 (K ’**) ? »
(a .)
Ho - - . (8b)
H- Iv Vy\
8.71 Numerical calculations.
The expansions of section 8.5 have the important 
advantage over those of Sips (1949) and of Dingle and 
Muller (1962) that they involve elementary functions,
■203-
thus rendering them particularly suitable to calcul­
ation on a digital computer* We have programmed 
the expansions of and 8*7 for an IBM 1620
digital computer, thereby obtaining tables for the 
Mathieu functions C4. and Sc k)
in the range z = 5-0® for vv\ = \ i^ x) S ,
k - S' (o-1) VO , and for - V 7 , k S  k5) %5
It is reasonable to take hi = M  q in this range of k 
since by (8*7.3) the difference between w> and Wi ^ 
for k "ST 5 is less than o-oooi^of W\o • These 
tables will be deposited in the hoyal Society Deposit­
ory for unpublished tables.
The following is the programme used for the range 
I (^1) S , k = Sr(^ ow) \o , written in Fortran lang­
uage :
«1. It will be noted that our tables start from the highest value of k considered in the National Bureau of Standards tables (1951).
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v a l u e s  OF MATHIEU FUNCTIONS CE(Z;H> AND SE(Z,H> OF INTEGER ORDER. 
DIMENSION TERMK 15) ,TERM2(7)
1 FORMAT ( 10X,54HMATHIEU FUNCTIONS CE(2 ,H )  AND SE(2#H) OF INTEGER OR 
IDER)
2 FORMAT ( 7 ( 2 X , F 1 4 . 9 ) }
3 FORMAT ( 2 0 X , I 2 , 2 X t F 1 4 . 9 , 2 X v F I 4 . 9 )
4 FORMAT ( I H I ,  70X,6HPAGE , 1 3 )
5 FORMAT ( / / / / 2 0 X , 4 H H  = , F 5 . 1 , 3 H  , ,4HM « , 1 2 )6 FORMAT ( /2 0 X ,3 0 H  Z CE SE)
7 FORMAT (213 )
DO 10 J = l ,  7 
TERMK J ) = 0 .
TERM2(J)=0.
10 CONTINUE 
P I - 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3  
KOWNT=0
SQRTHPa1 .25331413731550  
IM»5
DO 900 M = l , I M , 2  
13 CONTINUE
IF (SENSE SWITCH 2) 11 ,12
11 READ 7,M,K0WNT
12 CONTINUE
16 H =4 . 9 4
18 IH=50 1
H C a . l  j
17 XM=M 3
XM1=(XM-1. ) / 4 .  • ;I
MlaXMl I
XM2«M1 • 4
M M = ( M - l ) / 2  }
41 IZ Z 2 = l  i
42 CONTINUE Ï
FACTN=1. 1
IF (MM) 1 0 0 ,1 0 0 ,1 0 1  I
101 CONTINUE J
DO 102 MMM=1,MM jA=MMM I
102 FACTN=FACTN»A 
100 CONTINUE
SQRTFCal./SQRTF(FACTN)
DO 800 IH H « 1 , IHHaH+HC
BRAHla l .BRAH2 = 3.)X(XM*XM+1. >/(64.*)«H)
IF (ABSF(BRAH1)-ABSF(BRAH2)) 2 1 , 2 1 , 2 3  
21 BRAHMaBRAHl 
GO TO 28
23 CONTINUEBRAH3 = ( ( ( (9.>HXM-40. )»HXM+18. )»XM-136.  )*XM+9.  ) / ( 6 4 . * 1 2 8 . * H * H )
IF (ABSF(BRAH2)-ABSF(BRAH3)) 2 4 , 2 4 , 2 5
24 BRAHM=BRAH1-BRAH2
25 BRAH4«n ( ( ( ( 9 . * X M - 1 2 0 .  )>!«XM+467. )«XM -5 28 . ) *X M + 330 7 .  )»XM-408.)»XM+10  
189. ) / ( 6 4 . * 6 4 . 'X l 2 8 . m » H 'H H )
IF ( ABSF(BRAH3)-ABSF(BRAH4)) 2 6 , 2 6 , 2 7
26 BRAHMaBRAHl“ BRAH2+BRAH3 
GO TO 28
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27 BRAHM=BRÂH1-BRAH2+BRAH3~BRAH4
28 CONTINUE 
FACTM=1.
IM D = (M ~ l ) /2
IF ( IMD) 3 4 , 3 4 , 3 3
33 CONTINUE
DO 31 I ID = 1 , IM D  0 1 l a l I D  
31 FACTM=FACTM*DII
34 BRAHM1=BRAHM/FACTM
BRAHM2 = 2 . *S Q R T F (2 . /P I * lô . ' ) (H * 'X M )*E X P F ( -4 . *H ) *B R A H M l  
IF IBRAHM2/XM-1.E-6)  3 9 , 3 9 , 8 0 0  
39 CONTINUE
HM1 = SQRTHP/(8.*H)>{‘«M1 
HM2=HMl*(8
IF (XM1-XM2) 9 0 1 ,9 0 1 , 9 0 2
902 HM1=HM1/SQRTF(8 . * H )
901 CONTINUE
IF (XM1-XM2) 9 0 3 , 9 0 3 , 9 0 4
903 HM2=HM2/SQRTF(8 . * H )
904 K0WNT=K0WNT+1 
PRINT 4,K0WNT 
PRINT 1
906 PRINT 5,H,M  
PRINT 6
AMH=( ( P I / 8 * 1 6 * * H ) * * M ) * * .2 5 * E X P F ( -2 * X < H ) * (1 * -3 * » < X M *X M + 1 .  >
l / {  120*«H)  + ( ( ( (7*X<XM-80. )»%XM-26* I^XM -ZTZ . I^XM -g .  ) / (  32768 >
2 - ( ( ( ( ( (3 .« X M -1 7 6 * ) *X M + 1 6 4 9 . ) *X M + 1 3 7 6 . )» X M + 1 2 9 6 1 . ) *X M + 2 8 3 2 . ) *X M  
3+42 75 * ) /  ( 419 4304 .  ) )
XNORMaAMH^SQRTFC 
DO 950 1 2 2 = 5 0 , 9 0 , IZZZ 
22=122
2 = P I * 2 2 / 1 8 0 .
Q l=2 * / ( l . + S I N F ( 2 ) ) - l .
IF (XM1-XM2) 2 0 0 ,2 0 0 , 2 0 1
200 S=XM1
GO TO 220
201 S=XMl-*5  
220 R = - l .
202 R=R+1.
IR=RIF (R-S“ 2 . )  2 0 3 ,2 1 2 , 2 1 2  
212 RES3=0.
GO TO 401
203 CONTINUE
I F ( l . - R )  2 0 6 ,2 0 7 ,2 0 8
208 R E S 1 = - *1 . / (S + 1 . )
GO TO 205
207 RÊS1=1.
GO TO 205 
206 PR0D1=1.
T = - l *
209 T=T+1.
TS=-S+T
IF (T S + 1 . )  2 1 0 ,2 1 0 , 2 0 5
210 PRODl = PRODl>î‘ TS 
RES1=PR0D1
IF ( T - R + 2 . )  2 0 9 ,2 0 5 , 2 0 5
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205 CONTINUE
FACT3=1. / I *7724538 509 
IF (S) 2 1 5 , 2 1 5 , 2 1 6
216 IS=S 
DO 217 IS S = 1 , IS  
SS=ISS
FACT3=FACT3*(“ SS+*5)
217 CONTINUE 
215 CONTINUE
FACT4=FACT3*( -S-*5>
IF (XM1-XM2) 2 7 9 ,2 7 9 , 2 8 0280 XN =2 .*R +1 .
GO TO 281
279 XN=2 . *R
281 N=XN 
IFACTal
IF (N) 3 0 3 ,3 0 3 , 3 0 1  
301 IN=0 
304 ÏN=IN+1
IFACT=IFACT*IN
I F ( N - I N )  3 0 3 , 3 0 3 , 3 0 4  |
303 FACT = IFACT :j
FACT2=1*/FACT î
IF (N) 3 9 0 ,3 9 0 , 3 9 1  i
390 FACT2A=1. . ;
GO TO 392 1
391 FACT2A=(32.»H:.'<Q1)**IR |
392 RE53=FACT2*PACT2A*RES1#FACT3 1
IF (XM1-XM2) 4 0 1 , 4 0 1 , 4 0 2  |
402 RES3='-RES3*S0RTF(32*»H*Q1)*FACT4/FACT3 |
401 CONTINUE |
CALL BRAKET(XN,XM,H,BRA,BRA3) |
TÊRMK IR + l)aRES3>«CBRA*'M.5>{<XN-*25>4‘ (XM+3. ) )+8RA3>
IF (TERMUIR + 1 ) ) 2 0 2 , 3 1 0 , 2 0 2  
310 ACC1=0. I
IF (SENSE SWITCH 1) 7 0 0 ,7 0 1  :j
700 PRINT 2 , ( T E R M 1 ( I 1 ) , I 1 « 1 ,  7) :j
701 CONTINUE 1
DO 320 K = 1 , IR  j
320 ACC1=ACC1+TERM1(K) 7
SQRTQ=SQRTF(1.+Q1) 1
EXPS IN =E XP F(2 .*S IN F (Z )»H )  :
Y1=ACC1»HM1*SQRTQ»EXPSIN I
S1=XM1* 2 . I
S2=XM1 I
IS2=S2 I
S3=IS2 I
R l = - 1 .  I
500 R1=R1+1* I
IF (S2 -S3 )  5 0 1 ,5 0 1 , 5 0 2
501 XN=2**R1+1* :
PR0D5=1* I
GO TO 503 i
502 XN=2.*R1 i
S 2 = ( S 1 - 1 . ) / 2 .  I
PR0D5=S2+*5 I
503 CONTINUE
IF (52 )  5 0 5 , 5 0 5 , 5 0 6  1I
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506 IS2=S2  00 507 ÎS S = 1 , ÎS 2  
SSSaISS
507 PR0D5apR0D5’W S S S - .5 )
505 F A C T 5 = l . / ( 1 .7 7 2 4 5 3 8 5 0 9 *P R 0 D 5 )
IF ( R l - l . )  5 2 0 , 5 2 0 , 5 0 8
508 I R l a R l  
DO 509 IS S « 1 , IR 1  
SS=ISS
509 FACT5«FACT5>MS2 + SS)
520 CONTINUE
X = ( X N + S 1 + 1 . ) / 2 .
X l = X / 2 .
IX1=X1  
X2=IX1
IF (X1 -X2 )  5 3 0 ,5 3 0 , 5 3 1  
531 FACT5=~FACT5 
530 PR0D6=1.
IF (XN) 5 4 0 ,5 4 0 , 5 4 1
541 IXN=XN 
DO 542 I X X « I , I X N  
XXN=IXX
542 PR0D6=PR0D6*XXN 
540 FACT6=1./PR0D6 #
IR1=R1 J
FACT7 = 1.  ■}
IF ( X N - i . )  5 4 3 ,5 4 4 , 5 7 6  4576 PACT7=(32 .X«H*Q1)*»IRI *
IF (XM1-S3) 5 4 4 , 5 4 4 , 5 4 3  
544 FACT7=-FACT7*SQRTF < 3 2 . *H *Q 1 )
543 CONTINUE 
N«XN XMa-XM H=—H
CALL BRAKET(XN,XM,H,BRA,BRA3)
595 CONTINUE
IF (X M + 3 . ) 5 9 1 , 5 9 0 , 5 9 0590 BRAT2=0.
GO TO 592
591 BRAT2=BRA3/( .5^XN-.25 ’4*(XM+3- H
592 TERM2(IRI+1)«FACT54FACT64FACT74«BRA+BRAT2)
XM=-XM.
IF  ( I R l )  5 0 0 ,5 0 0 , 5 8 7  
587 CONTINUE
IF (A8SF{TÊRM2(IRl+l))-ABSFÎTERM2URlîn 585,551,551 
585 CONTINUE
IF ( N - I U  5 0 0 ,5 5 1 , 5 5 1  551 CONTINUE
IF {SENSE SWITCH 1) 7 0 2 ,7 0 3
702 PRINT 2 , ( T E R M 2 ( I 2 ) , I 2 « 1 ,  7)
703 ACC2=0.
00 580 K = 1 , IR 1
580 ACC2=ACC2+TERM2{K)
Y2=ACC2*HM2»SQRTQ/EXPSIN 
CE={Y1+Y2)*XN0RM 
SE = (Yl -Y2)^i‘XN0RM 
PRINT 3 , IZ Z ,C E ,S E
—2 0 8 —
950 CONTINUE 
800 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END
j
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SUBROUTINE BRÂKET{XN,XM,H, BRÂ, BRA3)
BRA1= { ) 4 X N - 3 . * ( X M - 1 .  )
1 2 8 . »H)
l+ (  16.)HXN*)H4+32.*(XM~3. ) *XN**3 -8 .>x (  XM*XM+10.»XM-l9# )'{tXN4(XN-8.':*(3»* 
4XM**3+XM»XM-11.*XM+15.  ) *X N + (9 . *X M W 4 + 3 6 .*X M **3 -1 7 8 . *X M *X M + 2 4 4 # *X M -  
5111 .  ) > / l 3 2 * ’!'1024.«H>!‘H) )
BRA2= 1 . / ( 1 2 ,  #1048576 .  * H * < * 3 ) * ( 6 4 . 4 X N * * 6 + 1 9 2 . * ( X M - 5
1 . )#XN ##5+ 16 .# (3 .#XM #XM -126 .#XM +331 . )#XN##4-32 .# (7 .#XM ##3+27 .#XM #XM
2 - 2 5 9 . #XM +441 . î # X N # # 3 - 4 . # ( 3«#XM##4-2 76.#XM##3-654.#XM#XM+3180.#XM
3 - 4 4 2 9 . )#XN#XN+4.# ( 3 3 . #XM##5+31 5 . #XM##4-94.#XM##3-498.#XM#XM+3949.*  
4XM-2937* )#XN)
BRA4= l . / ( 1 2 . # 1 0 4 8 5 7 6 . #H##3)
1# 3 .# (15 .#X M # #6+ 20  6.#XM##5+545.#XM##4-4220.#XM##3+10561.#XM#XM
2 - 1 1 2 5 0 . #X M + 414 3 . )
B R A 3 = ( .5 * ( X M + 3 . ) # ( X M + 3 . J # ( X M + I . ) # ( X M + 1 * ) # ( 2 .# X N - X M + 1 . ) ) /
1 ( l 0 2 4 . # 3 2 . # H # H ) + ( X M + 3 . ) # ( X M + 3 . ) # ( X M + l . ) # ( X M + l . ) # { X M + 2 . ) # ( 2.#XN-XM  
2 + 1 . ) / ( 1 6 . # 1 0 4 8 5 7 6 . #H##3)
BRAaBRAl-BRA2-BRA4
RETURN
END
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To do justice to the high accuracy of our expansions 
(see e.g. Table 2 below; when m  is small and k is 
large, the field-1ength has been fixed at 10 digits.
Table 1 illustrates the minimum accuracy of the 
tables for the range - V ) 5 , Table 2 indicates
the accuracy achieved for vx - % and K = A in compar­
ison with results based on Sips's expansions (1949).
For k the tables for yn - 7 s,nd vw - are
accurate to at least two significant figures , the accur­
acy increasing rapidly as V\ gets larger. The refer­
ence values were taken from the National Bureau of Stand­
ards tables (1951;*
T A B L E 1.
ce^(z ,5) ce^ (z ,5)
z approx.value h.B.S.value approx.value E.B.S.value
Û50 0.170271 0.170295 0.5551 0.5556
60° ■ 0.449844 0.449875 1.0554 1.0559
70° ‘0.921224 0.921248 1.5959 1.5945
80° 1.429478 1.429480 1.0726 1.0727
90° 1.657521 1.657510 0.0000 0
—211—T A B L E  1. (continued;
(z,5)
z approx.value H.B.S.value
so"" 1.008 1.014
60 1.299 1.504
70" 0.798 0.800
so'' -0.419 -0.421
90" -1.113 -1.116
T A B L E  2.
ce^(z ,40)
z approx.value . W.B.S. value
55° 0.000001555 0.00000154
60° 0.000064475 0.0000645
65” 0.001600602. 0.0016005
75° . 0.185745254 0.18575
90° 2.812111528 2.812111
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9. ASYiyiPTQTIC EXPANSIONS FOxi OBLATE SPBEi^QIDAL WAVE
rUHGlIONS.
9.1 Introduction,
The techniques of earlier chapters are illustrated 
further by calculations for the angular oblate spheroid­
al wave functions. These functions arise, for instance, 
when the Schrc3dinger equation is separated in oblate 
spheroidal co-ordinates. (Separation in prolate spher­
oidal co-ordinates yields correspondingly the equations
satisfied by the prolate spheroidal wave functions.)
«The oblate spheroidal co-ordinate system is formed 
by rotating the two-dimensional elliptic co-ordinate 
system about the minor axis of the ellipse. The oblate 
spheroidal co-ordinates % , and f are related
to the Cartesian co-ordinates x 
the equations
and by
A
(1)
- z  St
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where A C is the interfocal distance along the 2. - 
axis, the axis of rotation. The variables are restrict­
ed to the ranges
O 6 ^  ^  f ^  ^ \ , o ^  d 2-TT . (2 )
When the wave equation ,
(3)
is separated in the oblate spheroidal co-ordinate sys­
tem by assuming solutions of the form
(4)
we obtain tbe equations
\A- ^
(5a)
Ar\ C'-Y); «W
r
4- '-'1 (5b)
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dL^ (5c)
. "X V ^  ^  \where ij-L = K ^ f A and denote
the separation constants. In the following, we will
only consider functions l{/ which are single-valued 
and periodic. Since
± c r (j)
oC ; (6)
this means that we restrict Y' to he an integer.
The equations for the angle function and
the radial function '^ ) are related by the simple
« 'transformation ^ * Î but since these variables
have different ranges, A(^) and cannot easily
be treated simultaneously. However, the calculations 
for these functions are not fundamentally different 
and attention will be confined to (5b). Those solut­
ions of (5b) which are finite and single-valued will 
be termed oblate spheroidal wave functions. The 
values of X belonging to these functions are then 
said to be their eigenvalues.
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9.2 Brief survey of the history and applications of
spheroidal wave functions.
Spheroidal wave functions were first investigated by 
Niven (1880) in connexion with the conduction of heat in 
spheroidal bodies. As the eccentricity of the spheroid 
goes to zero, the problem becomes soluble in terms of 
spherical harmonics. Niven was thus led to express the 
spheroidal angle functions as a series involving Legendre 
functions. Maclaurin (1896) considered several applicat­
ions of spheroidal wave functions and expressed them as 
power series expansions. Integral equations were derived 
by Abraham (1899) and later by Poole (1923)* Moglich (1927) 
considered the separation of the wave equation in general 
ellipsoidal co-ordinates and transformed the resultant 
differential equations into homogeneous integral equations.
He obtained integral equations for spheroidal wave funct­
ions as a special case of his results. More recently, 
spheroidal wave functions and their eigenvalues have been 
studied among others by Bouwkamp (1941, 1947)’*', Chu and 
Stratton (1941), Meixner (1947, 1948) Sips (1949), Abramo-
*** The method given here was developed independently by Blanch (1946).
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witz (1949) and Muller (I960).
The following studies may be mentioned to illust­
rate the importance of oblate spheroidal wave functions 
in the fields of physics and engineering; antenna theory 
(Leitner and Spence 1950); acoustic diffraction by circ­
ular disks and apertures (Kotani 1935> Bouwkamp 1947, 
Meixner and Fritze 1949); sound waves from a freely vib­
rating circular disk (Gutin 1957, Meixner and Fritze 1949, 
Bouwkamp 1950a); energy levels of nucleon moving in 
potential well of oblate spheroidal shape (Granger and 
Spence 1951) based on liainwater's (1950) spheroidal 
nuclear model; electromagnetic diffraction by circular 
disks and apertures (Meixner and Andrejewski 1950, Bouw­
kamp 1950b, Flammer 1955); electromagnetic scattering 
by spheroids (Bauch 1955)*
Ikirther accounts of, and references to, studies on 
the mathematical and applied aspects of spheroidal wave 
functions may be found in the tract by Strutt (1932), 
in the text-book by Meixner and Schafke (1954), in 
Flammer’s monograph on spheroidal wave functions (1957) 
and in'vol. II of *Methods of theoretical physics* by 
Morse and Feshbach (1955)#
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Tables of spheroidal wave functions are as yet 
incomplete. Leitner and Spence (1950) have comput­
ed values of some oblate spheroidal wave functions. 
Flammer (1957) also gives some tables for spheroidal 
wave functions. The most extensive tables available 
to date are those of Stratton, Morse, Chu, Little and 
Corbato (1956) giving expansion coefficients and eigen­
values.
9.3 The integro-differential equation.
The equation for given by (9.1.5b) is
brought into a form suitable for the application of our 
methods by changing the independent and dependent var­
iables according to
^ -z. ^
Under these ti^ansformations (9.1.5b) becomes
(1)
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where k is large and positive and A represents 
the characteristic numbers. The form of the asymp­
totic expansion for X when k is large is well- 
known (of. e.g. Flammer 1957, $ 8.2.1), and for later 
convenience we write
where Vy\ is approximately an even integer, and 
are coefficients depending only on Vn . .(We will
show that =r 0 so that the second term in (2) is 
in fact the term of* 0(k*") in the expansion for k .) 
By (2), when VA is large the leading terms on the 
right-hand side of (1) are ^4 , the
first of these being dominant except where tOr o
or IT . Excluding these regions for the present, 
we obtain as zero-order approximations to a pair of 
independent solutions of (l)
) (3)
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and so, noting that (1)‘remains unchanged on replacing 
*z with z  - IT or TT - ^  , we write a pair of
solutions as
u = ^  (4)
- ^  - 3-V\ z. / \ ^  \ 4-^ L i r z i )  5^)
where V = \ -t 0{^v j . Henceforth it is therefore 
only necessary to consider one of these solutions, ^ 
say, in detail.
The simplifying variable for the differential 
equation satisfied by V suggested by analogy with 
the calculations for Mathieu functions is
Oj _ . (6)
 ^ \ — &TT3 "2_
with this variable , and X expressed as in (2), sub­
stitution for V into (1) yields the integro-differ- 
ential equation
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% L V =  ^ V
+ -1
iL
<  ’i f'*- V
where the prime signifies differentiation with respect 
to . (It will be noted that the corresponding
equation for Mathieu functions is recovered on taking 
= -q: .)
An expansion for V in negative powers of f' 
is obtained on solving (7) by an iterative procedure. 
Denoting by the Ith order term in this expans­
ion, the next higher-order term  ^ satisfies the
recurrence relation;
+  A- I ) ^  + i -A r )  (wi+i+ar) ,|. l W i - a . - a r ) V ;  M' M l
: <ii+  >  T T T i  \ 7  ’ (8)
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The simplest possible expansion for is obtained
by choosing the lower limits of integration in (8) 
such that no constant terms appear in V . ,
With V. - I , (8) then yields
n k
\ ^ 0 Qi \" ?L (9)
We require that the solutions be unique as well as 
periodic so that  ^ « o . jn general, the coeffic­
ient Cl ^ ^  ^ in (2) is obtained by setting the coeffic­
ient of the logarithmic term in equal to zero.
Substitution for into (8) yields
J / - v j L r ) / ^
I
•V 35, (^ Vw-V a.) (wi4 a.-iîlr) [m4-
- 3z(vv\-2) '1
4- [VA - ( v n - a - L ^ I  > (lOa)
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where the coefficient of the logarithmic term vanishes 
for
Vv\ / A i \, =• - - q-r + H-) . (10b)
Similarly,
---- a2.\B* a k
'is [ 0 4 - >r) lo-ar) ^
■V c^ (o Cvwtl+sxv) kVw4'a-5r)Cv^4-U5r;CvHtUar)(v>i+3) 
t  B  ^w\ t  a. •+1 " a r )  ^  % M
- %( 4M +BL)T^ 4 ^
~ 3kvvv-5-+5Y')(^M-'a-av}^vv\'^4'^vvi^H'‘^ a % M  - a~] vv\
+ 33 IV4* - % -ViVM-tBb) -vlUr^^ ^
4" c M - A. 4- ar ) [M - a- ;i r X  ^  - L -var) L -a r) - 3) L
— [vn- a 4- Or) 5 - S-v) (^ Vv\-k-vaY') [vv» ~ 6 -5
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X ( VH-“\o-var) (vkA - \o~5r) ^  ( ; (11a)
aX "
The transformation - 2. is by (6) equiv­
alent to ^1% * which in (7) corresponds to
v^n ^ k) —^  M  ^ - k ) . Consequently, the second sol­
ution is given by
V L ir -z )  ^ v(_ W) . (12)
The above series is useful provided
L— \ <t< I'll I M (13)
but breaks down when ^ is either very large or very 
small, i.e. when a/ o or IT . A similar expans­
ion has been obtained by Muller (i960) with the aid of 
a perturbation technique.
9*4 The Mellin transform of V .
To obtain expansions of wider applicability than
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those of the previous section, we now solve (9*3.7) by 
means of the Mellin transform.
Although the oblate spheroidal wave functions with 
which we are concerned here are real for real z , it 
is convenient to carry the calculations through for a 
general solution of (9*3*7), V say, of which v is 
the real part. Let [^ ) , the Mellin transform of 
V , be defined by
ïL / (1)
Substitution for V ‘ into (9*3*7) yields the difference 
equation
% L  I M y
?  '-i
^  s - “
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which is in the right form for solving by successive 
approximations.
With , the zero-order approximation
is seen to satisfy
From the possible solutions it appears, as will be shown 
later.(cf. 4 9*5), that for integerrwe must select
jyh. - 1 (twf a- Zr) j 1
(4)
If now a function is defined by
M M  = m ( ^ )  ; (5)
successive contributions to are given by the
recurrence relation
(/") = "  ^ d f ^ )
—226—
L.
t ^  - V .  N  (6)■jl^ o (2.19 v V  A
The initial constant term and the summation
constants will be chosen so as to achieve agreement with 
the expansion for V given in §9.3. Therefore 
is taken equal to
\ i !
1 1 -V-WI- %) ^ I
Summation in (6) then yields
Va I n  " — :------ - ----- A ■')'»' ». (7)
&L I vn-a) { •
where s {f"l AM.) ’ Jtietention of
in would lead to double and higher-order poles
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in ^ , and consequently to logarithmic terms in 
expansions of the type derived in ^ 9*3. As already 
stated, such terms would not give unique solutions. 
Accordingly o , as in § 9*3* Continuing the
iteration, and again, equating the coefficient of 
to zero, we obtain
. \
-V ^ [vw*" 4-5w\ 4- S') M-*"- [l VVI -VvtjVW-qA-V
^  (w - 3)^ (_ 4 ”)-n-r*") I
.13- yu-l *A
VA f X a, \with «-V = *- Yt - 4 r + M- ) , as in (9.3.10h).
Calculation of the third-order term yields A, as 
in (9*3.11b). Thus by (5), to ,
(8)
MW = 1 4 ~ j  ■ , -V ir) !
—228-.
. 4r  ^jlL - W\ - yx,.
+ -I- I i j d  ~ l^vn + x) ^  «r)yw
^-) Vvi  ^ + i ( . \M  -  H-r''- + ) 2 . )  I  yU-i_L%
I4 - I (_4 A-i) lavn*"-XvM4-j-tfr^ )jyM.|yK-aj!
(%y iL'
r
yx ~ 3.2>4-(^Vn+ï) M- + ta^3vn%aiw+i|)M
“l U  ill)
-  3>X [ H- wi ^  4 . 4  a a q - m  -4 a i  0 4 - 1 )  A ,*'
4- f  3 4 - U q - î i  w i  4- 4 - 3 Vv\'*'4 4  W \  4-loO('
3(.itA-i) (,3.vv\ 4-aifVK4-»o3 -H-r»
5 *f *i %
BVw — SLq-Vvt 4" 3 3  9>LV yyi 4r S 5,iV3Vvv ■+ i x t  &B
- 3 (i -S V»>'*'44(oWv 4 135 - V'*‘n  > A.I
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+ (wv-a)
A 51. (&L)
-V o ( r ) 1 (9)
9.5 Expansions for ^  Q and IV
The separation constant C_ in the Mellin-Barnes
integrals for V is chosen such that the contour line 
from (L C to <L-irCop separates the poles of 
yu.-V -V from those of the factorial
functions in square brackets in (9*4.9). When the 
contour of integration is closed in an anti-clockwise 
sense, calculation of the residues at the enclosed poles 
leads to the expansions already obtained in ^9.3*
When the contour is closed in a clockwise sense, 
calculation of the residues at the enclosed poles yields 
expansions which are valid for z. "zS- o , one of the 
regions where the expansions of §9*3 break down. The 
expression for V\ shows that V is real in this 
case, and hence by (9*4*1)
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- (L
&0
A /
'  V\ I  ^V) t f )  !
4- h. —
%v
— ' 1 1 / y% 4" — jvv7 4-2) f H i-a)
e%u/ I "
*'” I  (,Vvi^ -t SVn-vS'Mn
— “  ^  w) 4 I L Kt — 4 r^+13.) j (h + ^ ) \
+ lî!î9) -^3) M -1) - (^4A-i)(avn^ -'iwi47-q r»).
---------------------------: (:(h4 A.-a)'.
(u; I (o
I 3 t [ h 4  d )  -  3 % 4  [ b i  + % ) (  h t  4.)
+ 13% (_3i^  +ai M  + 31 ) (h + d)^
-  33 . (  4  f  L«|  W  + a 3 4 - V v \  +  3 I O + i a i r M ( n  + a )
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• V  ^  *8» Vw "A Vvx 4 "  q  B  % L )  VVX #v ^  k ( o 4" “V  k> o  I X
g  r \ . ( )  ( 5 M ^ 4 -  Z i p y n  4  1 O g -  -V  A . )
—  ^ 3 w \ ^  wx' *"  4-  q<9|  i v  V n  ■f’ 3 3 > 7 > 4 - v v >  4 ' 5  5 x | - ' 3 V v \ 4 r ^ ^ 2 ^
—  " 5 ( _ q  f )  ( ^ 5 y n  — %  W \ 4 ' ^ ^  L  M  4  1 3  5^ KM r ^ ^  ^  ( ^ h 4 * A . )
X ( K\ -V \
4 t i ' CL)
The corresponding expression for V - IT) ±q 
obtained simply by reversing the signs of vvv and k 
in (1) and taking the real part.
The case '^z.\ %3- IT need not be considered separ­
ately, since (9.3.4) and (9.3.5) show that
(2)
The expansions of this section have the advantage 
over comparable expansions obtained by Meixner (1948),
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ISips (1949) and Muller (i960) in terms of Laguerre 
functions in that they involve only elementary functions 
They are therefore particularly well-suited to program­
ming for a digital computer.
It can.now he seen why the alternative solution 
of (9.4.3), namely
had to he rejected. The expansion for V for large 
would then have included contributions from the 
residues of the poles of - v - j . 
The difference between the arguments of these factorial 
functions is Y , and it is evident that when V' is 
an integer, double poles would have resulted thus lead­
ing to logarithmic terms in the expansion for V 
This solution had therefore to be discarded, as such 
logarithmic terms violate the requirement of unique sol­
utions. Incidentally, (3) is the required solution 
of (9.4.3) when ir is non-integral. The results 
for the Mathieu functions are then recovered on setting
r = ± V •
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9.6 Uniform expansions.
The e x p a n s io n s  g iv e n  i n  ^ § 9*3 and 9*3 b e tw e e n  
th em  c o v e r  p r a c t i c a l l y  th e  w h o le  ra n g e  o f  z  . The  
u n i f o r m  e x p a n s io n , in c lu d in g  th e s e  e x p a n s io n s  a s  s p e c i a l  
c a s e s , i s  o b t a in e d 'b y  expressing th e  M e l l in - B a r n e s  i n t ­
e g r a ls  w h ic h  o c c u r  i n  ( 9 . 4 * 1 )  i n  te rm s  o f  a  s u b s id ia r y  
f u n c t io n  and i t s  f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e .  As i n  p r e v io u s  a p p l i c ­
a t io n s  o f  th e  M e l l i n  t r a n s f o r m  m e th o d , a  s u i t a b l e  f u n c t ­
i o n ,  k (’x) s a y ,  i s  d e f in e d  by  th e  in v e r s e  M e l l i n  t r a n s -  
fo rm  o f  th e  f i r s t  te rm  i n  (9.4*9). C o n f in in g  o u r  a t t e n t ­
i o n  o n ly  to  r e a l  f u n c t i o n s ,  we t h e r e f o r e  t a k e
—  C DO
where j & k > and Puu signifies *real part*.
This function is essentially a generalised Laguerre 
function, and in fact (cf. Slater I960, § 5.5)
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vw Vn 4.%4%r } '
L — ^  Wv 4- £L -+■ 5» ^ 7 C4 ) (2)
• The remaining Mellin-Barnes integrals can now he 
expressed in terms of k^(^) and its derivatives by 
the techniques of earlier sections. Moreover, second 
and higher-order derivatives are related to and
its first derivative by the differential equation
r •j II (kM+lt)X+a.|Uy^ M
^  ^vw.+ z-ar)(vn-<-2.+ a.r) [x) (3)
primes denoting differentiations with respect to X  .
The amount of labour involved in calculating the 
terms in the uniform expansion may be reduced by making 
use of the results for Mathieu functions. We write 
(3) as
/
X X .
•(.vw+ip) ?c+a(
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^ L % s  ^ r4. -L (vv\-v\)(vv\+3)) 4- L— --  U io, V /V ' W\ I %. VnD \ k) X
L  . +  k . .  ' , . ( 4 )VM . , 3. Vv\\ k> 7>c
f  \SO that the expression for \<; corresponds in formVv\
to that for k ^ in the case of the Mathieu functionsVw
(cf. (8.6.2)). Later derivatives of l< ^  are now 
found by adding the extra contributions due to the term 
involving in (4) to the corresponding terms al­
ready calculated for i’-lathieu functions. For instance, 
the third derivative is given by
Y' , r X •H*r -
H I
where  ^L follows from the form of (8,6.2), and (4).Vv\
After some tedious algebra, the uniform expansion 
for V finally takes the form
<00
V -
h=: O (%l)
V«   M 4-t
^ =■ o V)
(5)
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where for the first few coefficients
- - — L. vw 4- 5-4-sur) ( vw 4 ) ,
X
i U Vw . I (a-h
X  X
4-
%X (_Vw-a4Q-r) (^Vv\ - 5. ~-P.r )
^ Wv 4* 4 -5  r  )  (^ vw 4  Si. 5-V* )  4 \ (o
(vK 4-3) (VW 4-1 )
X 4 3 Cl vw'^ — ^  wv^— (os3 Vw ^
Lk
?c
^ ' ^ V v \ ^ ’^ l 3 V v \  *~3> \ VV\ —  \ 7> )
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Ij, %
)C X
4- \^  I -^\<?|Vr\'^  — stsWn ,^ \ %o^ W\ 4 M-1 QO yn 4r 4
-  'i Co vvi^ Y" ^ -f lAA f
4- —  \o w\^ - ]xvi^^ '-Ur-z w\ -~\Z2. - - l a v n Y '^ a M - r ^ ^
:c
lU ^  (d v v > ^  4 -  4 - ^  V w  4 -  1 4 - L  I -  \ Q . r ^ )
P.S-L / Y 5.S-C) --- ^ Vvj — 4"
%
H- c^(o (_Vw-a) 1 ~ ) fawi^~%yn 4'1-4 r^j
 ^ (yv\-“9-+ar)(^wi-;i-Q.r)
iL
l o -  ^ (w\ X )
(7a)
^'- â W\ 4" S.Vv\ 4- S*W\ ‘\-(o  ^ X  4- A (^'h àvvi 4-"i^
4- s -4-) I L
X
-238"
4-" A Cw>~ 5)^ - ( q-r- i) (skhi^-Sw 4-1 - H-rV j,,
/ M  -  A  4- A  r )  ( _ M -  %  r )
I,
3 2.
/ S '  4 X3) X (^\\ vn -lOtfWi _y 1 (a vn
4- 1 4 S" W\ 4- ^  ^
^  ^ - A 5  yy\ 4" ^  L) W\ 4- A S  o Vv\ 4" 2.M -f ^
4  vn 4- A  H- 4 S ^ v w  4-3,(o )
X
4  ^ W \ ^ 4  4- M  -  ^  j  4  ^ V v \ "  \ A )  -
X
9) Z
X
4- 4^-r -\)j X^-/S>^^4\)a 4 I A1 m  4'4% 4 Ao knr^
z8
X
4- \C^ Z( 1(V\“Z) X-<
f z
^MA-A4Ar)(M4-z-;ir)
(7b)
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The uniform expansion for is now obtained
by combining (9*3.5) and (6). The corresponding 
expansion for ^^0*-) follows from a combination of 
(9*3.4), (9.3.12) and (6).
9.7 The s p h e r o id a l  wave f u n c t io n s  f o r  in te is y e r r »
It will be noted from (9.3-4) and (9*3.5) that
= ^ 2.1^ -If) , so that the oblate spheroidal
wave functions
' (1)
are either even or odd with respect to ^ . Alter­
natively, ^  and (1 ) therefore
represents functions which are either even or odd funotr ­
ions of . Following the notation of Meixner
and Schafke (1954) (see also Muller I960), we denote
—  rthese functions by ^ where y\ is the number
of zeros in the interval o 4 % < IT . In this range,
the even functions must have an even number of zeros 
signified by = n ^  , say, while the odd functions
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must have an odd number of zeros and for this case we
write v\ ■=» v\ Thus,
r-vvxjt.
r
r-v
(2)
where [\| is a normalisation constant yet to be deter­
mined •
As ^  AP , the number of zeros in the interval
   r0 ^ 3 < IT spheroidstl wave function fS
with V* and h integral tend to coincidence with 
the 1 ‘zeros of the generalised Laguerre
function L , ou) , as has been shown
by e.g. Meixner and Schafke (1954, § 3.92). (This 
incidentally also follows from the results of the preced­
ing section.j It is thus apparent that for integer.
and
" e '  i C M u - A - A r )  » where vn  ^= j t r -va ,Ar+ l , ,hr -v \o^ . . .
and
\ =  , where ^Ar4-%,2. r + ....
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To make the oblate.spheroidal wave functions unique, 
certain boundary conditions must be imposed* These 
are (cf* Meixner and Schafke 1954, ^ 3.21; Erdelyi et 
al. 1955, § 16*11)
From the expansions of section 9*3, which are valid for 
^  =£2= ~ T  . , it will be seen that (3) and (4) are al­
ready satisfied by (2‘). Thus, in contrast with the 
case for the I'dathieu functions, no condition relating 
M  to can be found* It furthermore appears
that this difficulty cannot be resolved by considering 
boundary conditions at -z. = o , where the results of 
# 9.5 apply, since by Sips (1949) the limit % o
of cannot vanish. In numer-r4 h ^  '
ical applications therefore, will have to be taken
equal to • In analogy with the results for
Mathieu functions, this assumption is probably reason­
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able when K is large*
It is customary to adopt the normalisation con­
dition (cf. Meixner and Schafke 1954,  ^3*23; Erdelyi 
et al*. 1955, § 16.11)
(5)
This yields an expansion for H which is just equal— rto that for given by (5.58) in Muller (I960).
Finally, therefore,
U  -
i — —  ( + 4- - 4-Y )
z \
ISl 1L'
" I  — î> O vv\ *  A 4 -  Vvi — ^  A  O W \ —• V ia  ** i U IT
-  % ( v w * "  -  AM->v»-If ^
a .x  I %3 Z  k
Vn** - SX% 4 W\**^ +iSlJ-om
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10. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE LATE TBHiVlS IN THE G-HEEN-TYPE 
EXPANSIONS OF MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS.
10.1 Introduction.
In earlier chapters, direct application of an 
iterative procedure to * the integro-differential equat­
ion’ yielded the first few contributions to its
solution V as a series in inverse powers of a large 
parameter. To achieve good accuracy for V , it is 
characteristically only necessary to sum these leading 
contributions; yet for certain combinations of parameter(s) 
and variable stopping at early terms may not give suffic­
iently accurate results. Under these circumstances, 
late terms need to be calculated in preparation of the 
extended Borel method (1899).for summing a divergent 
series, developed and exemplified by Dingle in a number 
of" papers (1958a,b,c; 1959a,b,c).
The iterative method referred to above is of no 
use for this purpose as it does not provide the general 
term in v*^ required for Dingle’s technique. However, 
reference to a typical integro-differential equation,
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(4.2.1) say, shows that for a given the ratio of
the contribution from the differential part to that 
from the integral part is roughly proportional to î ^ 
Therefore, when i is large, a reasonable approximat­
ion to V is obtained by taking only the first few
in the integral part. There results a first-order 
inhomogeneous differential equation,the solution of which 
can be expressed as an integral by the introduction of 
an integrating factor. This integral could be eval­
uated by repeated integration by parts thus yielding 
an approximate expression for » the leading terms in Vc 
for any c . On the other hand, it is also possible 
to derive an exact expression for these terms by the 
introduction of a new variable whose form is suggested 
by the integrating factor already mentioned. In the, 
'present chapter the latter procedure is applied to 
modified Bessell functions, while in the succeeding 
chapter this method is applied to parabolic cylinder 
functions.
10.2 Preliminary considerations.
Only the calculations for the function denoted in
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chapter 3 by V will be given here. Corresponding 
results for the second solution, u. , are easily deduc 
ed therefrom by means of relation (3.2.11).
The integro-differential equation for v ±q hy 
(4.1.9)
afv ' ^ H \ 0 ^ ’ (1)
and in iterative form
(2)
As already remarked in the introduction, an approx­
imate expression for v may be obtained on replacing 
V in the integrand of (1) with the sum of the first 
few as given by (4.2.2). Denoting the resulting
integral by , (1) can be written as
(5)
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a solution of which is
€>0
Zf
Ct) (4)
Here, is the integrating factor and % is
given by
:z - JL. 1 Ü L (5)
As has been pointed out, the integral in (4) may be 
evaluated by repeated integrations by parts leading to 
approximate results. Exact results are obtained, how­
ever, by assuming a power series expansion for in 
terms of z .
10.3 The power series method.
To apply a power series method to (10.2.3), it is
required to expand z in powers of . This
£necessitates considering the cases ^  greater than 
and less than unity.
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For > i , we have hy (10.2.5) that
(1)
This relation implies that can he expanded in
•** 4 j"%»powers of (^3^) . Now V* is a power series
in so that it is to be expected that will
/ V** ’/?>be a power series in (^ 3-%) . For the present case
^ 0 9 the leading term in will be that
giving rise to the term of highest power in cy , which 
by (4*2.2) is . The coefficient of can
be found exactly, and follows simply from the solution 
of
AM" I I Za V ^ a V -+--2.1 V ,U u J (2)
which is obtained from the integro-differential equat­
ion (10.2.1) by ignoring all terms except those which
3 ican produce contributions to the coefficient of 
in V* • The differential form of (2) is
—249““
f  v" -V v' + V = o. (5)
It was shown in § 4.3 that the Mellin-Barnes integral 
representation for a solution of (3) is
The required leading term in V ^ is therefore
(t- f  j i ^ \ \
.1 I J) o / (5)
Moreover, the lower limit of integration in (10.2.2)
was chosen such that is either exactly even or
exactly odd depending on whether i is even or odd 
(cf. § 4.2). In view of these arguments, it is thus
expected that may be expanded as
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where (_i) are coefficients to be determined, and 
the factor ( has been included to comply with the 
condition | - this implies incidentally that
 ^ • ^he upper limit of summation in (6) has
been put equal to  ^ to ensure that the series termin-
cates at , a requirement which follows at once from
(4 . 2 . 2 ).'*'
For «I ^  -4 ( , expansion of the right-hand side
of (10.2.5) yields
Now, V' is expressible as a power series in Tz- and
the dominant term will be that giving rise to the term
of lowest, or i th, power in 'o^ . Collecting together
the terms in (10.2.1) which contribute to the coefficient 
Iof , we see that the leading term follows from the
series solution of
As will be shown in the next section, ^ forr > I so that we might just as well have taken the upper limit of summation as r = ^  - .
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or of
X .." . . u ' 1 ,/ _ . (9)
Assuming a solution
00
l l i L  ,  -
'^ v ap(.r+,)
Thus
<  f- i ) ’'1 V 3 f ^
(8)
V = £  \  ; (10)
Y*» o
the method of Frobenius (cf. ch.2) yields
(11)
—  >  I "  . (12)1\ ^  Afr«o
where the factor > |ir comes in through the condition
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5^ i • In view of the above, we are therefore led 
to assume the following expansion for
t
v.(_^)= —  i ------ 1  S 64^) % , (13)
I !
where the upper limit of summation has been chosen such 
that the highest power of in i^iX) is 3 ^  , and
*^ fCO coefficients which remain to be determined.
The condition = I implies that ^ ^ •
10.4 Determination of the coefficients Ay L O  .
Let expansion (10.3.6) be written explicitly
A T  V. (%) = j L i l i i i i i l '
i ! (-a
*" See, however, the footnote in connexion with .
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To determine , express the right-hand side of
(1) as a series in ^ with the aid of (10.3.1) and 
then substitute for V^ in (10.2.2). Equating the 
coefficients of equal powers in % , we obtain that
 ^^ also that ) satisfies the fol­
lowing two-term recurrence relation
■ A ( I . , ) f>l'). - (2)3V5
This difference equation is solved most conveniently by 
writing
> (3)
0 
%
to zero, i.e.
.
where A ^C) satisfies {2) with the right-hand side equal
---------- =    . (4)
i^) G - i)
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The solution of this equation is
. l i l i ! --------------------------- (5)
Substitution of (3) into (2) now leads to the sum-eq.uation
■ . (6,
J  i! (.i-i)'.
where ^  is the summation operator defined in e.g. 
Norlund (1923, pp. 40-47). The sum can he performed 
by a method outlined, in f 4*3 and we obtain
,, ,= — 1 ~ : (7)
t-i)!
Combination of (7) with (3) and (5) yields
— Î:-----  . (8)
■255'
With the aid of (8;, (l) and (10.3.1) we can already
3 Ù 3 — .2derive the exact coefficients of ^  ^ a^ d^
0^ ^ in \  C any I • That (8) is
indeed correct may be verified by calculating the coeffic- 
31 - 4ient of ^ in V . (cj^) for i ^ S' , say.
Substitution in (1) of expansion (10.3.1) for z yields, 
for I - S ,
\o% aoS Ugiving  ----  — - -------  as the coefficient of m
\ n < \  (aVf a I
in agreement with the corresponding coefficient quoted 
in (4.2.2). Subsequent results may be checked by an 
analogous procedure.
Similarly, it may be shown that ' A.^ (.0 satisfies 
the equation
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a- / t/'-- b/' j'- / ' (10)
Writing
/l.^ (.() = (11)
substitution into (10) leads to
f\ (_() = —
t-  t)U-1)(^’ l ) L ^ '  I) (12)
and
vnJi) --
(-1 s
((-- Î)
t  [  V, - 0
0.
(.“IS 3(o
(15)
The summation in (15) is easily carried out giving
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M U )  = - 7 —  \ C > > (14)
where C is a summation constant which will now be 
determined to achieve agreement with the Green-type ex­
pansion of § 4.2. (_l) in (1 ) contributes to the
^ L - Lacoefficient of 0^  in • We therefore
take i- 3 and claculate the coefficient of ^j f 
from (1), choosing C such that this coefficient is 
equal to that given in (4.2.2;. This yields C - - I , 
so that the complete expression for (.^ ) is by (11), 
(12) and (14)
(15)' i   —  •
a i s o  (
Koutine, but rather tedious, calculation shows 
that the difference equation for is
CitiJ
—   +     . (16)
40 4 2 S  33o-]S
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With the right-hand side of (l6) put equal to zero, a 
solution, A t»-) say, is
and if we write
^ (18)
the sum-equation for M  li) becomes4- ^
4oifas- (.0 - Î)' : !
(i. i; . (19,
The summations in (19) require no new techniques, and 
 ^(_l) is derived in a straightforward manner*
Including A{. tO * expression for V. be«T ' ^
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comes finally
V. -
(t-O- ^ 4-
35
 ^- a ) •
i ) '
• [3^)
11
( l i l l V  U . ^ f .
A S  G -  I)'-
_ 5 L  Çv - t )'
^iloCjSoû, (b-~)'.
[%Z% C' ~ + a.1 l)
T (20)
where a contraction was achieved by means of the trip­
lication formula for factorial functions
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1 4T3V.
V\ )  [ -      V\ l  (  b -  *5 ) !  [ h -  | ) \Z  IT
10.5 Determination of the coefficients *
The coefficients LI ) are calculated by the
same method as that used for the determination of [C) ,
except that now z is replaced with the series for
0^ ^ <  1 given by (10.5.7).
Substituting (10.5*15) into (10.2.2) and equating
I •+ ^the coefficients of , we are led to the follow­
ing difference equation for I :
(1+^) = - -2 ' (1 )
(C-b.)
If 6^ [ I") denotes the solution of the homogeneous part 
of (1 ), then
»
I")  ^ ------------ :—  • (2)
(1,+t) (_ H-a)
Also, writing
—2 6 1 —
u )  = l O  ; (5)
and substituting into (l), we derive that
(t-n)(C+a)
= - a \     • (4)
To perform the summation in (4) it is expedient to separ­
ate the summand into partial fractions as follows
t+3.)__________   ^t L^ '^ 0
' (C-+a-) , I— '  --- — -------- ' 'T —
* ’= it* i f  i f  H Z '
(5)
The first two terms on the right-hand side of (5) are. 
easily summed since
(è+i:) (^'*'1)
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as may be verified by applying the difference operator 
to both sides. The third term in (5) is siimmed by 
first re-expressing it as
. (7,
i f
The sum of each term on the right-hand side of (7) can 
be expressed in terms of the Ip - function (the log­
arithmic derivative of the factorial function) or its 
first derivative.’*’ ' In the notation adopted here, the 
^  function and its derivatives are represented in 
summation form by (cf. Norlund 1954, p.105)
(^ )Y t ~ à) ” 6') \  ^ , (8)
The complete sum in (4) can now be derived and invoking
In most older texts, these functions are generally referred to as the di- and trigamma functions (of.,e.g.; Davis 1955, Jordan I960 reprint).
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(3) this yields
%, U )  = —  -------------
iL U +
J_ (^+ z) â) 1 * t'^ '-a ) ■+ (9)
^ (I -vi) C Li-a)
where the constant C is determined by substituting 
for C O  (1) and employing the relation
Y  ('-a)= 4- ^ . (10) ^ r  5^ ( A i - 0
This gives C = - 1 if .
The calculation for LO is relatively straight­
forward but extremely laborious. ^e quote here only 
the main results. The difference equation obtained by 
methods already discussed is
(c-v.;
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A4- I i-M ) c i-^ 3.)
The solution of the homogeneous part of (11), fi> l^ i)
say, is
0 < I 5V - ( I !
If now we write
substitution in (11) leads to
I )  ( _ ^ +  I )
y ^  lp'(^  C- 1} - 1 I
( li 4- L 4-L33l+y-oo)[C43)g + 4-) ---------------------------------— —  • (14)
^ i f  i f  j)
—265““
The second summation is merely tedious and can be per­
formed by separating the summand into partial fractions. 
The first summation is carried out by summation by parts, 
using the formula (of. Jordan I960 reprint, I 34)
~ ^  VI'-).
' [ I s  ^  ^  ^ (15)
where h is the differencing operator. We choose
VU) =
(16)
^  Y  is carried out in the usual way by separating 
Y  into its partial fractions. The second summat­
ion on the right of (15) involves
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(17)
This sum is itself performed by application of (15): 
by definition (8)
and hence
furthermore, if in (15) we take
D-l O  = Y ' U - i )  -
and
(18)
4- \    — ----  . (19)
(20)
V (9 ■ ^  > (21)a i)
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it is evident that
- i)- \
(22)
(( 3l
Combination of (19) and (22) therefore yields the requir­
ed sum (17), i.e.
I
3L
ia. (23)
The remaining summations do not require any other new 
techniques, and (12), (13) and (14) eventually yield
M y
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. A4- Ll % % & L 4- M-'iH’ (-4*3 3ra)
i'. I 4' i) ~ i
(oaif I 4- 4") !
( S 4 3 3^ .m-M-C 4-a:i^Uc 4  ^i é 4- 31320 ê 4 3 ^ ^ c)4-
4. loO% C L + lf) !
(24)
for 2 I , equations (10.3.7), (10.3.13) and
(24) now give the three leading terms in exact­
ly for any i , and approximations to terms of high­
er power in It may be noted, incidentally,
that since A ^ [l) has been calculated up to ir * 3 
and up to ï* * a , (10.3.6) and (10.3.13) can
be used to give  ^i[\) exactly up to
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11. LATE TBmS IN THE CKEEN-TYPE EXPANSIONS Of PAHABQLIO
CYLINDER fUNCTIONS.
11.1 The InteCTating factor.
The methods of chapter 10 are now applied to para­
bolic cylinder functions. Once again it is only necess­
ary to derive results for V as defined in § 5.2, since
corresponding results for U follow from (5.2.11)*
The integro-differential equation for Y is by 
(5.2.6)
a. ' ,oj' V & V -+ "1^ \ V oL^  ,
which can be written in iterative form as
An approximation to V is obtained on replacing v
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in the integral part of (1) by the sum of the first 
few V ^ e Denoting the resulting integral by ^ (oi) 
(1) becomes approximately
of (3)
A solution of (3) is
CLZ. y
') '
(4)
a.%where z in the integrating factor e is given
by , ‘
1X \ - cL
(5)
11.2 The power series method.
The power series method introduced in chapter 10 
can be applied when the series in for z  is
known. Reference to (11.1.5) shows that this requires 
consideration of the two cases c^^>\ and  ^ .
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For > 1 ,
z. = -  \
3o(.
(o 1 4 IT\ -V  ..  4* —-— — 4» •— I.» 4- -  — 4“ * * *
5‘o(^  Toc'*’ \\(Â^
(1)
implying that o( is expressible as a power series in
/ ' \*” V3  ^^(Z'2.) ♦ ol is the highest power of in
; its coefficient can be found exactly from the 
solution of
(2)
as these are the only factors in (11.1.1) that contrib­
ute in this case. Now (2) is just equal to (10.3.2) 
with p % 1 CL t and hence by (10.3.5) the required 
leading term is
V '  u
i I
3 oC ( 3 )
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In sections 5.5 and 6.11 we quoted two possible 
expansions for • The expansion (6.11.6) was
obtained as a special case of the Green-type expansion 
for the Whittaker function given by (6.1.20).
The contributions of section 5*5 were derived
directly from (5.5.1) with the lower limit of integrat­
ion selected such that no constant terms appeared in 
V . , ( , i.e. here V ^ot-oj=ro  ^ in
the present chapter, the terms [&) will be ident­
ified with those calculated by the latter scheme, and 
will therefore correspond to those recorded in (5.5.2). 
The expansion for in terms of % thus takes the
form
oo
X r
where the factor ‘jair has been included to satisfy 
the conditions and A^  ^ . As will
be seen in the succeeding section, the coefficients 
ensure tha,t the expansion for term-
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ai nates at o( or o( , depending on whether  ^ is
odd or even.
The case c{ ^ \ has not yielded to treatment
by our methods. The fundamental difficulty arising
a fhere is that any inclusion of the term in
(11.1.2) presupposes that the coefficients of all pow­
ers of oC. for smaller values of I are known* For 
example, a term oC . in (d) will contribute to the
coefficient of oC in V . regardless of0 4  r —  \
the magnitude of T , This difficulty cannot be 
resolved simply by putting = \ 1 , for then
becomes given by (cf.(11.1.5))
Z  -  -a 4 JL (5)
and now *z. cannot be expressed as a power series in 
^  , a prerequisite for the application of our method
11.5 Determination of the coefficients ‘fir C^) »
Substitution of (11.2.4) into (11.1.2) yields with
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the aid of (11.2.1) that O , and that ( J)
satisfies the recurrence relation
” ° u ,
By comparison with (10.4.2) and (10.4.8) therefore
( c ) - — ^   ------ ----* - (2)
Similarly, A^(.0 satisfies the equation
( l  + 1 )
(5)
A solution of (3) is
. a ^
A /. \ “ t ( 1  L — 3 a o q L + a . o j i * 7 j .
LV "    ' (4)
if%Uo [(-i) t)( t )
most conveniently calculated by analogy
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with the calculation of [1) for the modified Bessel 
functions. Equation (10.4-16) suggests that 
satisfies an equation of form
A ,i«). (i- a ( i - i )
(1+9
r A +  ^ , (5)
where f\ and are constants and n (C) is as
in (2). The solution of (5) can be written as
Here the constants and L are determined by-
identifying (11.2.4) with (5-3.2) via (11.2.1) at two 
convenient values of i , 6 - I and c = 3. say* 
This yields
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Finally therefore,
M;.b) =
(i-9- [-a-1
i)
L. i
AT C-i- !)'•
(4-0
(3 2 )
(i-î)!
!
( O '! & 000  ^- I) '•
^ I 0 Î 7X 13oM t  t t a q )  ( 3-2 )
4* • > (8)
This expression gives the first five terms in V;^ for 
any t , and approximations to further terms provided
•2Lt is large and oi \ ^
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12. OONOLUDim REMAl-UCS. AND SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH.
In the main body of this thesis, straightforward 
formal methods have been developed for deriving asymp­
totic expansions from certain differential equations 
which occur frequently in problems connected with physics 
and engineering. Our applications have covered a wide 
r^ange of higher transcendental functions, including 
such important representatives of the class of confluent 
hypergeometric functions as modified Bessel functions, 
Weber parabolic cylinder functions, Whittaker functions 
and the general exponential integral; and also Mathieu 
functions and oblate spheroidal wave functions. In 
the course of our investigations several problems have 
suggested themselves, and we list the following topics 
as examples of problems for the solution of which our 
work may serve as a starting point:
(i) A general method should be derived for 
constructing an integral representation for the quantity 
which we have denoted by V . This would serve to
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establish a close correspondence between the Liouville- 
Green method and the method of steepest descents. The 
importance of such an investigation lies in the fact 
that expressions for the late terms in Green-type expans­
ions (see (ii)) are generally determined more easily 
via the steepest descents results - i.e. via the integ­
ral representation of V - than by the Liouville- 
Green method (of. Malaviya 1963, ch.7). If it were 
possible therefore to link up the Liouville-Green and 
steepest descents methods, the former could be employed 
for the first few terms with the latter furnishing the 
late terms in the Green-type expansion.
Tentative steps' in this direction have already been 
taken for the modified Bessel functions. Adopting the 
notation of chapter 3, reference to Malaviya (1963, ch.4)
*lu.shows that the integral representation for ^  ^ y
may be expected to have the general form
(1)
where p is a large parameter, a is a function in-
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volving p and the independent variable, x say,
of the given differential equation, and W (w ) is 
some weighting factor. The differential equation satis­
fied by V is (3.2.9), and the corresponding equation 
for becomes in terms of ^
o (2)
where primes signify differentiation with respect to
%  ' Vy, = ' Vy, = (Yhx) ^ • Aasum-
in,G: that for the modified Bessel functions W[w):= \ ,
substitution of (1) 'into (2) yields
I
I
^ ) \  4(4 F
% CL
(3)
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where
C4)
Now, for the modified Bessel functions (cf. 4 4*1)
(5)
if we take 4 = f j 4  as in (4.1.8), (3)and 
reduces to
I
a
<■ 7F N ' % ) A w  j 'twjp[w,
Ov
"• 0 " 7) [wj b [w, «1^ ) w  = o . (6)
«V
At this stage we make the limiting assumption
i l w )  =• [vo) , (7)
and (6) now becomes
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%
-V
flu
I1\
Ou
If (l) with Wl*^) - \ is to be the steepest descents 
integral, the leading term in the exponent of the last 
term in (8) is 0[u)^^) * Thus the term in square
brackets in (8) can be made to vanish by taking the 
limits of integration to be - and ^  « Integ­
ration by parts now leads to the equations
' ,^  (.vw) =
^  [w) + a = ^94
(9)
with solution
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W  ^ = C— ^  \ • ( 10 )
By (7) therefore
(w) = StvvaX. u) - ^  » (11)
and hence (l) becomes
V -
-  Cv?
in agreement with the steepest descents result obtained 
from Watson (1944, çh. VIII), and given also by Malav­
iya (1963, § 4.1)#
The above is of course only a plausibility argu­
ment, and a full discussion should not have to rely on 
a priori assumptions such as (7)* It might be possible 
to overcome this particular difficulty by replacing 
and (vA)) in (l) with a suitable power series in w 
and deriving the coefficients in these expansions with 
the aid of (6). Once a rigorous treatment has been 
developed for the modified Bessel functions, applicat­
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ion should be made to more complicated cases, for 
example to the parabolic cylinder, Poiseuille and 
Whittaker functions. This would be particularly use­
ful for the last two functions as here the method of 
steepest descents runs into difficulties for large val­
ues of the parameter(s) (cf. Malaviya, 1963, Î 1)#
(ii) The method of chapter 10 for deriving late 
terms in Green-type expansions failed for Z \ in
chapter 11. This case should certainly be investigated
more fully. In addition,the method should be applied
to Poiseuille functions and Whittaker functions ^  ,
with \V\ large, and with \ large.
(iii) Attempts should be made to apply the Green- 
Liouville-Mellin transform technique to such functions 
as prolate spheroidal wave functions periodic Lame funct­
ions, ellipsoidal functions and elliptic-conal wave 
functions. Asymptotic expansions for these functions 
have already been given by Muller (i960), but our meth­
ods should lead to simpler results, and also to new 
expansions uniform with respect to the independent 
variable.
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(ivj In the foregoing we have obtained expans­
ions which are uniformly valid with respect to the in­
dependent variable, and methods should now be developed 
for deriving expansions which are uniformly valid with 
respect to the parameter (assumed large in the above) 
in the given differential equation.
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